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Figure 5.53 Canarylsland Date Palm at theVest Hoxton Depot (Inventory 9.14)

Figure

s,s4[CrepeMyrtleinflowerattheVest Figure 5.55

Hoxton Depot (Inventory

9.14).

Cactus
(Inventory 9.14).

at the West Hoxton Depot

More recent structures on the northern part of the Hoxton Park cottage site include the yellow-brick
residence/office building, and a brown brickwater pumping stetion (.!7?S 152; Figure 5.56-Figure
5.57). These buildings add a new layer of history to the site.
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Figure 5.56 Brick residence/office building,
Hoxton cottage sitet view from the southwest.

l
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'W'est Figue
5.57 WPS 152; view from the west.

The site of the cottage for Maintenence Secdon 8 is located on the west side of the Canal at the corner
of Bringelly Road and Old Cowpasture Road. The original weatherboard cottage has been
demolished, but the site is marked by a small weatherboard toilet with a corrugated metal gable roof
and a circular concrete septic tank (Inventory 8.32; Figure 5.58-Figure 5.59). A row of three mature
Bunya Pines, lining Bringelly Road on the east side of the Canal, form a prominent backdrop to the
site (Inventory 8.30; see Section 5.2.2below). Alonger row of mature Stone Pines can also be seen
running along the east side of the Canal, adjacent to the cottage site; however, a number of these trees
are dead or dying (Inventory 8.30; Figure 5.60-Figure 5.61).
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Figure 5.58 \ùØe¿therboa¡d toilet, Section 8 cottage
site, Inventory 8.32.

Figure 5.60 Row of Stone Pines, along the east
of the Canal, Inventory 8.30.

side
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Figure 5.59 Toilet and septic ta¡Ir, Section I
cottage site, Inventory 8.3\ a¡rd row of Bunya
Pines along Bringeþ Road, Inventory 8.30.

Figure 5.61 View of Section 8 Cottage site across
the Canal, framed by two de¿d Stone Pines.

The Section 8 cottage site retains evidence of an earlier garden. Remnant garden plantings include an
Indian Hawthorne (Raphiolepis indicø), a \Øillow (Salix sp.) on the eastern side of the Canal, and three
flowering quinces (Chøenomeles, commonly known as Japonica) along the southern fence line (Figure
5.62-Figure 5.63). One of the quinces has grown over and hidden a rectangular concrete tank set in
the ground and a rectangular concrete trough (Figure 5.64). A second concrete water trough and a
small monument dedicated to Lieutenant \Øilliam Brown MM have been placed next to the Indian
Hawthorne tree (Figure 5.65). f'n associated plaque indicates that the memorial and water trough
'$l'ater Board in 1994.
were relocared to the grounds of the then
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8 cottage site, wit'h t-hree
flowering quinces along the southem fence line.
View from the north.
Figure 5.62 Section

Figure 5.64 Concrete trough, overgrown
flowering

quince.

by a

l
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Figure 5.63 Row of flowering quinces along the
fence line.

Figure 5.65 Brown memorial and concrete water
trough, with Indian Hawthome behind-

Interface behaeen the Upper Canal ønd tbe Study Area

The fence line of the Upper Canal forms much of the eastern boundary of the study area.
Twenryeighth Avenue is aligned with the Canal's fence line, between Thirteenth and Eighteenth
Avenues. Further to the south, the Canal is flanked by individual properties, except for a triangle of
Iand between Eighth and Tenth Avenues, where the Canal is bordered by wooded land. This triangle
marks the boundary of John Jamieson's Cow-de-Knaues estate, granted in 1810, which was not
included in the Hoxton Park subdivision of the 1880s. fu such, it provides rare physical evidence of
early European land tenure in the study area.

Although the Canal is a distinct, picturesque element of the landscape, it is often obscured from view
by tree cover, with long views primarily evident at the Canal crossings between Tenth and Eighteenth
Avenues (Figure 5.66-Figure 5.67). SCA has constructed a series of earthen embankments or berms at
T-intersections and dead-end streets adjacent to the Canal, to prevent cars inadvertently driving into
the Canal and to reduce opportunities for people to dump rubbish into the Canal (Figure 5.68). The
berms are an important means of passive maintenance for the Canal, but further reduce sight-lines
towards and across the Canal.
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Figure 5.66 View towards Upper Canal from the
eâstern end ofSixteenth Avenue.
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Figure 5.67 Picturesque view of Upper Canal from
overbridge between Seventeenth and Eighteenth
Avenues.

Figure 5.68 An ea¡then embankment at the eastem end of Fifth Avenue prevents cars driving into the
Upper Canal and dumping of stolen vehicles.
Arc h ae o Io gic ø I S ensitia i4r

with the construction of the Upper Canal is known to be present to each
within the SHR cuftilage. Archaeological relics associated with the construction
would make an important contribution to understanding late nineteenth century construction and
maintenance of the Canal. Excavations associâted with road and bridge widening have the potential to
expose archaeological relics associated with the Upper Canal, which will need to be addressed and
Physical evidence associated

side of the Canal and

managed appropriately. There is some potentiel thet associated works may have an effect on the fabric

of the Canal, which would also need to be managed to ensure that the SHR significance of the Upper
Canal is not undermined.
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Summøry Støtement of Sìgníf.cønce
The Upper Nepean Scheme

-

Upper Canal is listed on the SHR and SCA's draft Section 170 Register

of State heritage significance. The sections of the Canal that pass through Liverpool LGA
are also listed on Liverpool LEP. The SHR and SCA inventories are attached in Appendix A. They
as a place

include the following summary statement of heritage significance:
The Upper Canal is significant as a. rua.jor component of the Upper Nepean Scheme. ,4s an elernent of
th^ Sche/ne, the Canal has functioned øs prtrt of Sydnel\ ma.in uater suPPb ystern for ouer 120
years. Apart jiom maintenance and other irnprouements, the Upper Canal has changed little.
As

part of this $xem, the Cønal

is associated with Edward Moriarty, Head of the Harbours and

Riuers Branch of the NSW Public Vorþs Departrnent.

The Canal is aestheticalþ significant, running in a serpentine route throagh a rural bushlønd setting
an impressiue landscape element øith søndstone and concrete-lined edges;

as

The Cønal is significant as

it

demonstrates the techniques

euid.ence of
of t9th century hydrøulic

of canal building and

engineering ?lactice. The Canal øs a whole is an excellent exam?le
engineering, including the use of grauity to feed water along the canøL.

SCA's assessmenr against the NS'Sü'Heritage Council criteria also includes the following, which are
not included in the summary statement but which are relevent to this rePort:
For oaer half its route the canal follous, and at

a

one

point ulsses, the OId Cowpasture Road

which is one of the earliest European lrauel routes in Austrdliø.
Suruiuing long auenues of single and mixed pine species a.s ø late tgh/2fh centu?! landscøpe
feature are becoming increasingþ rare tuithin the Carnberland Plain. The Upper Canøl route
høs two landmarh features - the mixed pine auenue at Kenn! Hill and the line of Stone Pines

a

and Bunya Pines neør the Old Coupøsture Road øt Leppington.
The Upper Nepean Scherne prouides detailed and uaried euidence of engineering construction
prior to the reuolution inspired by reinforced concrete construction. Abhough
concrete taas used later to improue the durability of the rystern, much of the earlier technologt is

a

techniques

still in euidence along the Canal.

It

also prouides extensiue euidence of the euolution of engineering practice, suclt as the
replacernent of timber flumes by wrought iron flumes to be followed b1 conmete flumes. The
earþ utilisation of concrete for ma.n! engineering purposes in the System, also demonstrates the

growing emergence of an engineering technologt based upon rnan-made material¡.

The Upper Canal meets the following SHR criteria: a), b), c), e) and

5.2.2

Ð

Row of Bunya Pines, Bringelly Road

three marure Bunya Pines on the southern side of Bringelly Road, east of the junction
between Bringelly and Cowpasture Roads, is associated with the SHR listed Upper Canal (Figure
5.69-Figure 5.70). These pines are included in the heritage curtilâge of the Canal, and have been
assessed as having excepdonal significance, directly contributing to the Stete heritage significance of
the Canal (Edward Higginbotham & Associates 20O2:Inventory S.30). The Bunyas are also listed on
the Liverpool LEP as a significant cultural planting of the late nineteenth or early twentieth century

A row of

and a prominent landmark in the local landscape.
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The Bunyas are planted epproximâtely 30-35m apart, and approximately l0m from the verge of the

road. They have a distinctive symmetrical form, with a dome-shaped crown. Bunya Pines can grow
up to 50m tall, and comparative evidence of other Arøucariø suggests that they can live for hundreds
ofyears.

r%.

Figure 5.69 Row of three Bunya Pines on the southern side of Bringeþ Road, east of the Upper Canal;
view from the northwest.

Figure 5.70 Row of th¡ee Bunyas; view from the soutlwest.

Imposing avenues or feature plantings of Bunya and other Araucøriø are characteristic of nineteenth
and early twentieth century landscape design in Australia, particularly in the context of public parks
r27
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and large esrare gardens (Morris and Britton 2000:26, 28). The exact date of the Bringelly Road
planting is not known; however, the trees are evidently associated with the former alignment of
Cowpasture Road, on the eastern side of the Canal, at its junction with Bringelly Road. Predating the
consrruction of the Upper Canal, these roads formed important trensport and communication routes
through the region, and their junction would have been an important spatial landmark in the colonial
landscape.

There is no evidence for a Canal crossing associated with the former alignment of the Cowpasture
Road, and it is possible that the new alignment on the western side of the Canal, south of Bringelly
Road, was established ar rhis dme. In this context, the Bunyas may have signalled the change in the
alignment of this important road and were likely planted in association with the construction of the
Canal in the 1880s. The new (and current) alignment of Cowpasture Roadwas formalised in 1907
(see Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.8 above; LPMA CT Vol 796FoL99).
Aerial photographs of the study area in 1930 and 1955 show three trees in a location consistent with
that of the Bunyas today, and as such, provide supporting evidence that the trees were planted before
the 1930s (Figure 5.71). Moreover, the photographs show a second major planting along the western
bank of the Canal, which is likely associated with a remnant row of Stone Pines today.

0 25 50

100 '150

Horizonlal datum: GDA94/MGA Zone 56
Background images: Deta¡l from Geosc¡ence Australia, Aerial photograph 3429-807,Sydney 5uNey, 'l 930 (left) ând
Land and Property Mânagement Authority, Aer¡al photograph 2Za-5147, Run 26, LiverPool NsW 1 955

200
Meters

Figue 5.71 AeÅal photographs of the Upper Canal in 1930 (left) and. L955 (right), showing three
Bunyas on the south side of BringeþRoad"
Sannmdry Statement of Sígnìficance

The summary statement of significance for the Row of Bunyas has been updated, based on the
bacþround information collected for this report:

A

row of three Burytø Pines on the south side of Bringelþ Road is a prominent locøl landmarþ,
with the historic junction of the Bringelþ ønd Cowpasture Roads, ønd the Upper Nepeøn
Scheme - Upper Canal. The nees liheþ signalled ø chønge in the alignment of Cowpøsture Roød
associated
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following construction of the Cønøl in the 1880s. Imposing auenaes or feature plantings of Bunya
and other Araucaria are cl)ardcteristic of kte nineteenth ønd earþ tuentieth centur! kndscape
design, particuhrþ in tlte context of public parks and large estate gøfdens; but examples of these
pkntings are becoming inreasingþ rare in the Cumberland Plain.
The Row of Bunya Pines meets the following local heritage criteria: a), c), and
following SHR crite¡ia, as an element of the SHR listed Upper Nepean Scheme

f). They also meet the
- Upper Canal: a) and

c).

5.2.3

Brown Memorial and Water Trough

The Brown Memorial commemorates'l7illiam (Bill) Brown, Second Lieutenant in the 5lst Battalion
of the Australian Army, who died in action in France during \ø\fl. The memorial was erected soon
after the war, in approximately 1920, by the people of the district (Clarke and Haak 1993:5; Eileen
Sargent, pers. comm., 18 February 20ll).
'S7illiam

Brown was the son of
and Ellen Brown of 'Dartmoor,'Austral. Villiam Brown Senior was
the local butcher and an Alderman on Nepean Shire Council. Born in 1894, Second Lieutenant
Brown attended Austral Public School and was apprenticed as a butcher before joining the army to
ffght in the war. He was 22 years old when he was killed on 3 September 7916, at Mouquet Farm at
the Battle of the Somme, France (Clarke and Haak 1993:5; Australian \Øar Memorial, nd).
The memorial and water trough were originally sited on the opposite side of Cowpasture Road, at its
junction with Bringelly Road. The site was an important junction in the regional road network,
linking roads between the railway stetion at Liverpool, and Campbelltown in the south and Bringelly
in the west. It was also adjacent to the maintenance worker's cottage for Section 8 of the Upper
Canal, and was used as a stock-watering place. A water trough is thought to have been established
here in the 1880s (Eileen Sargent, pers. comm., 18 February 20ll). The trough can be seen on a
subdivision plan of the Raby Estate from the 1910s (Figure 5.72).
The memorial was originally surrounded by a small picket fence, and a tree \Mas planted nearby (Eileen
Sargent, pers. comm., 18 February 2011). A white-painted post-and-rail fence made of wrought iron
pipes is extant on the original site, demarcating a small rectangular area appropriate to the scale of the
memorial (Figure 5.7 3-Fiyre 5.7 5).
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Figure 5.72Detaul of subdivision plan of the Raby Estate, c.1910s, showing the location of awater
trough at the junction of Cow¡rasture and Bringeþ Roads (Source: Mitchell Libra¡y, Refi SP Ll0l74).

Figure 5.73 Post-and-rail fence; view from

north.

the Figure 5.74 Post-a¡d-rail fence; view from

the

west, with the current location of the Brown
Memorial behind on the fa¡ side of Cowpasture
Road"
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Fignre 5.75 A small, white-painted, metal post-and-rail fence on the west side of Cowpasture Road at
the junction with Bringeþ Road, may represent the original location of the Brown Memorial.

'!ü'ith

increasing use of motor vehicles in the second half of the twentieth century, the memorial came
to be viewed as a traffic hazard, and was damaged by cars cutting across the corner between Bringelly
and Cowpasture Roads. In 1994, the memorial was removed from the site to the Liverpool City
Council office; this removal was undertaken without the knowledge of the Brown family, and became
something of a local scandal (Eileen Sargent, pers. comm., l8 February 2011). The memorial and
water trough were subsequendy reinstalled on the current site, a wedge-shaped portion of land
benveen the Sydney \Øater Upper Canal, Cowpasture and Bringelly Roads, and the site of the former
mainrenance worker's cottage for the Upper Canal. This land is included in the historic heritage
curtilage of the SHR Upper Nepean Scheme - Upper Canal. A plaque associated with site indicates
that the relocation was undertaken with the 'encouragement and co-operation' of the Hon R J
\Øebster MLC, Minister for Housing and Minister for Planning.

The memorial and water trough stand on a concrete slab, at the base of an Indian Hawthorne (Figure
5.76-Figure 5.7S). The water trough is a rectangular concrete basin, with four feet and a semi-circular
sheet metal cover at one end. The cover may be adapted from a metal drum.
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Figure 5.76 Brown Memorial, water trough, and an associated plaque.

Figure 5,77 Watet trough¡ end

view.

Figure 5.78'Water trough; side view.

The Brown Memorial consisrs of an inscribed, black granite plaque set on a sandstone desk-style
monument on a small sandstone plinth. The inscription reads:
In Mernory Of
1X/.

BROWN.

KILLED INACTION
3RD

SEPTEMBER 1916

The plaque has been broken into four pieces, one of which is missing (Figure 5.79). The remaining
pieces appear to have been repaired. The sandstone base is in poor condition, and would benefft from
remedial care (Figure 5.80).
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Figure 5.79 The Brown Memorial plaque has been Figure 5.80 The sandstone base of the memorial is
broken into four pieces, one of which is missing. suffering signiffcant deterioration, including
contorú scaling.
associated with the memoriel has been placed at the perimeter of the properry, adjacent to
Cowpasture Road (Figure 5.81-Figure 5.82). The sign provides information about the memorial,

A sign

a faded photograph of Second Lieutenant Brown, and documents related to his
commemoration at the Villers-Bretonneux Memorial in France, and the Australian'S7ar Memorial in
including
Canberra.
'41qÈ

i

Figure 5.81 Information sþ associated with the
Brown Memorial, adjacent to Cowpasture Road-

Figure 5.82 Detail

of the information

sign

associated wit'h the Brown Memorial.

Sannnøry Støtement of Signìfuønce

The following summâry statement of significance for the Brown Memorial and \Øater Trough

has

been prepared by AMBS, based on the background information collected for this report:

Memoriøl embodies the collectiue grieffeh by the people ofAustral ønd Leppington øt the
L The Brown Memoriøl is associated with
Second Lieatenant Williøm (Bi.ll) Brown, son of Villiam and Ellen Brown, earþ senlers in the
Hoxton Parþ subdiuision øt the end of the nineteenth centurl. Tbe memorial standr in lieu of a
grauefor Second Lieatena.nt Brotan. Erected in approximateþ 1920 by the people of the distict, the
memoriøl prouides euidence of an era of widespread Austrølian patrioti"sm and nationølisrn,
particularþ during andfollowing the First World War.
The Brown

death of ø local seruiceman in France during WorU. Var

The memoriøl and water trough were originølþ sited on the opposite side of Cowpasture Road, at its

junction with Bringelþ Road. The water nough is illastratiue of the history ønd importance of this
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the regional road netuorh, which Øas used as a stocþ-watering ?lace in the late
and
earþ twentieth centaries. The memorial and nough Øere relocated to tl)e current site
nineteentl¡

junction
in

1994.

The Brown Memorial and'W'ater Trough meets the following criteria for local heritage significance:
a), b), d) and

5.2.4

g).

.

Dwelling and Rural Lot, 1720 Camden Valley Way, Leppington
'!7'!(/II

hero, Corporal John Hurst Edmondson. The
The dwelling and rural lot is associated with the
family home, Forest Home, was likely built by John Hurst Edmondson's grandfather, Joseph
Edmondson Snr, following his purchase of the land in 1906 (LPMA CT Vol 1833 Fol74).

'l7illiam Edmondson, a farmer, his wife Maude Elizabeth Hurst, and their only child
John
'Wagga'Wagga
to the family home in Leppington in 1916 (Grant
Hurst Edmondson, moved from
'\?'agga'!?'agga,
but grew up on the
2006). John Hurst Edmondson was born on 8 October I9l4 in
properry in Leppington (Beckingsale 1941:3; HLA 2003:8).

Joseph

A photograph of the house from 1941 shows a timber-framed weatherboard cottage with a corrugated
iron hip roof and a front facing gable. It was built in the Federation style, consistent with the first
decades of the twentieth century. It was set in a formal front garden, with scarlet poinsettias planted
around the bull nose verandah (Beckingsale I94I:3; Figure 5.83).

Figure 5.83 Forest Home a¡rd garden (Beckingsale l94lz3).

John Edmondson attended Austral Public School and Hurlstone Agricultural High School, after
which he worked with his father on the family farm and became en expert cattle judge, and councilmember of the Liverpool Agricultural Sociery (Grant 2006; Beckingsale 1941:3). Edmondson trained
at Ingleburn Army Camp and served as a reserve in the 4th Battalion (The Australian Rifles) Citizen
Military Forces, enlisting in the Australian Imperial Forces on 20 May 1940. He was promoted to
Corporal in the 2ll7th Battalion (Infantry), and was sent to the Middle East in 1940 (IHLA 2003:8).
Edmondson was killed in action at the Battle of Tobruk on 14 April 1941, aged 26, after saving the
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life of a superior officer during a German mechine-gun attack. He was posthumously a\Merded the first
Australian Victoria Cross of lØ\MI (Grant 2006).

in 1958 and his mother in 1961. In 1960, a mortgage was taken out on the
property by Jean Maude Cummings (LPMA YoI7802 Fol 141). The Cummings' renovated the
house, removing the original roof and verandah and replacing them with a flat, corrugated iron roof.
Other additions ro the grounds included the construction of new silos and stables to the rear of the
house. Forest Home was sold to the Bray family in the 1960s, who added fibro cladding, painted the
exterior pale green, and introduced a circular stock yard (LHI: I97Ol23).
Edmondson's father died

The properry was compulsorily acquired by the Department of Planning in the early 1970s and is now
managed by the LPMA. In 2004, the dwelling and rural lot at 1720 Camden Valley \Øay was
identified as having heritage value to the local communiry during public consultation for the Liverpool
Heritage Study Review

(LHI: 1970123).

Today the dwelling is a single storey house with low pitched roof clad in profile steel. The external
walls are clad in weatherboards along the west wall and former gable end. The ¡emainder of the house
is clad in fibro and weatherboard sheets, and the partially enclosed verandah, to the east of the entry,
features a textured brick wall (Figure 5.84-Figure 5.86). The front entry is recessed between the brick
feature section and the former gable end, but is no longer accessible (Figure 5.85). Although the
interior has been extensively modified, some indications of the original house form can be discerned;
however, it no longer retains the original fixtures or fittings and the original hearth is now an open
fireplace.

Figure 5.84 Front of dwelling, l72O CandenValley'Way.
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Figure 5.85 Front of house with brick extension Figure 5.86 Rea¡ of dwelling.
andffbro cladding.
The original garden has run wild and is now very overgrown. The front garden reteins the remnants
of the formal garden beds, with sendstone block edging now obscu¡ed by overgrown grasses and
foliage (Figure 5.87). Amature poinsettia survives on the eastern side of the house and other plantings
include mature jacaranda trees, oleander bushes, pepper trees, hibiscus, impatiens and roses (Figure
5.88).

The property now appears to operate as a farrier, as indicated by the sign on the gate, with a second
sign identifying the property as Pinewood (Figure 5.91). This name is referenced in the initial 'P'
worked into a 195Os-style metal gate to the rear of the house (Figure 5.92). The stables, circular stock
yard and silos are extant, although the stables are in poor condition (Figure 5.89-Figure 5.93). The
rural lot continues to be used as a horse paddock (Figure 5.94).

Figure 5.87 Sandstone blocla edging a circula¡ Figure 5.88 Poinseaia to the

east of

the dwelling.

garden bed.
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Figure 5.89 Stable.s.

Figure 5.90 Round stockyard.

Figure 5.91 'Pinewood sign on main gate.

Figure 5.92 Metal gate leading to the stables and
stockyard.

Figure 5.93

Silos.

Figure 5.94 Rurat lot with horses.

The extent ofalterations and the poor condition are such that the heritage significance ofthe property,
as the former home of a \øWII hero, has been substantially compromised. The house today bears no
resemblance to the original Federation cottage and as such cennot be considered to have aesthetic or
architectural signiffcance. However, the properry does have an historic association with John Hurst
Edmondson VC which should not be lost.

Although the former dwelling has lost its architectural and historic integrity, the property has
undergone little substantial change and as such is likely to have archaeological integrity associated with
its occupation by the Edmondson family and as an example of a rural property within the wider
Austral and Leppington area. There is potential for intact archaeological relics and deposits with good
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integriry ro be presenr in the site, and as such the listing of the Dwelling and rurøl lot, 1720 Camden
Vallqt Way, Leppington, should reflect the heritage value of the site as the home of the \trSVII hero and
as an archaeological site.

Sumrnary Statement of Significønce

The following summary statement of significance for Forest Home (Dwelling and rural lo), 17201726 Camden Valley'Wa¡ Leppington has been prepared by AMBS, based on the background
information collected for this report:

with the WWI hero, Corporal John Hurst Edmondson, who wøs
posthumousþ øwarded thefirst Austrølian Victoria Cross of the war. The property høs i/nportance
to the local cornrnanity arisingfrorn its associøtion with Edmondson, remernbered øs a local diger
and øar /tero. The property is liþeÛ to contain intact arcltaeologicøl relics associated with the
Edmondson famiþ and as an exarnple of ø rural properr! within the wider Austral and
Leppington area. Tbe property høs tbe potential to yield. inþrmation that will connibate to øn
understanding of the daiþ life of the Edmondson þmiþ and as a re?resentøtiue example of wal
settlement ønd land use in soath west Sydney during tbe first hølf of the twentieth centuty.
Forest Horne is associated

Forest Home meets the following criteria for local heritage significance: b), d) and e)

5.3 Potential Historic Heritage
5.3.1

ltems

Leppington (Raby) Public School, Rickard Road, Leppington

Estate subdivision sent a series of letters to the
Department of Education requesting the establishment of a new public school (LPS 1982:16). The
application was evenrually approved, and two roods of land fronting onto fuckard Road were resumed
on 10 March 1922 for public education purposes (LPMA CT Vol 4484 Fol166). The adjoining lot
ro the sourh was gifted to the crown a few months later by the NS'W'Realry Co. Ltd, who had bought
up much of the su¡rounding land in the subdivision between 7916 and 1920 (LPMA CT Vol 3135

In the early I920s, parents of children on the Raby

Fol 165,YoI3339Foll47;DET1968:1). Thisbroughtthetotalareaoflandtojustundertwoacres.
Construction of the original school building was completed by the end of 1922 (Figure 5.95). The
public school, originally known as Raby Public School, opened the following year as a one-teacher
school with an initial enrolment of 28 pupils. The building was a single weatherboard class¡oom with
a verandah around three sides, and an open fireplace with brick chimney. Two water tanks stood at
the rear of the building, suppþing water from drinking and watering the garden. In 1942, the east
side of the classroom was extended by eight feet to accommodate the growing number of children
enrolled, partially enclosing the verandah (LPS 1982:16-18).
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Figure 5.95 Original Raby Public School building 1923; view from the west (Sourece: LPS f 982:16).

The district population increased steadily after \Ø\7-II with the arrival of migrants from va¡ious
countries including ltaly, Yugoslavia, Czechoslovakia and England. There was a corresponding rise in
enrolments at the school, e¡d additional classrooms were gradually built between 1951 and 1961 to
accommodate the growing number of students (Figure 5.96) (DET 1968.2; LPS 1982:19). Five
weatherboard buildings were erected in a row along the south-western school boundary in the vicinity
of the original school building, with an adjacent weathershed and ablution shed added during the
same period (Figure 5.97-Flgue 5.98). The name of the school was officially changed to Leppington
Public School in 1955, after the local postal district (LPS 1982: 19).
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Figure 5.96 AeÅal photograph of Iæppington Public School, 1955, showing two buildings in the
southwest part of the school grounds: Buildings H and IC The approximate are¿ of the school prior to
1955 is oudined in red-

Figure 5.97 F¡omleft: group ofweatherboa¡d Figure 5.98 Group of weatherbs¿¡d þ¡fl<l¡ngs
school buildinç, ablution shed (Building Q), and (Buildings I to M); view Êom RickardRoad.
original Raby Public School building (Building
H); view from the southeast.

The school reached its current extent in 1955-56, when approximately five acres of additional land
was resumed to the north (Figure 5.99). Between 1966 and 1968, four new brick classrooms, an
administration building, toilet block, and canteen were constructed in this area (DET 1968:2-3). A
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row of pines was also planted along the back fence around this time; however, most had died by the
end of the 1980s. Anewbricklibrarybuildingwas added in 1981 (LPS nd). (Figure 5.100-Figure
5.1 0 1).
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Figure 5.99Planof I-eppington (Raby) Public School, 1956 (Sou¡ce: DET Sites Register)

Figure 5.100 Northern group of school
view from Rickard Road.

buildings;

Figure 5.f01 J Peck Oval, with row of pines along
the backfence.

A Parents & Citizens Association (P&C) was formed in 1940, which soon raised money for a piano, a
radio, and other school needs. In the 1950s, the P&C purchased a large number of rose bushes and
shrubs which were planted in the school grounds. A photograph published in 1972 shows the old
Raby Public School building with a grass lawn, two immature trees, a bird bath and a bed of
agapanthus (LPS 1982:18-19) (Figure 5.I02).
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Figure 5.f 02 Original Raby Public School building' c1972 (Source: LPS 1982:18).

The original Raby Public School building (Building H) dates to 1922, and currently functions as a
sreff room (Figure 5.103). It retains many original features: weatherboard cladding, Dutch gable roof,
brick chimney, and sash windows. The windows at the rear of the building are fitted with timber
awnings on rimber brackets to shade the bottom sashes (Figure 5.104). The original verandah has
been enclosed on the sourhwest and northeast sides and partially enclosed at the front. The original
extent of the verandeh is identifiable in the internal configuration of the room and ceiling panels. The
original timber steps ro the building have been replaced by concrete capped brick steps and metal
safety rails. The original piers have also been replaced with piers treated for termites (Figure 5.105).
The original fireplace is extant but is obscured from view behind an internal partition wall (Figure
5.106).

Figure 5.103 Originat Raby Public School Figure 5.104 Rea¡ of original Raby Public
building! view from the southeast.
building, 20ll; view from the west

School
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Figure5.l05 Brickstairswith concretecâpping, Figure 5.106 Interior partition and rear of brick
metal safety rails and timber

piers.

chimney.

Five weatherboard classrooms aligned along the southwestern school boundary (Buildings
were erected between

o
o

Building I is a portable timber classroom, with sash windows that retain original glass panes
(Figure 5.108). This sryle of building was first built in NS.!?'in 1912, andwas designed to
be easily disassembled and transported. It is currently used as a community room.
Building J is a fixed timber Van der Steen building erected in 1959 (Robert Demkiw, pers.
comm., 14 December 2010). It contains adjoining rooms divided by a folding partition,
with two separate entrances at the front of the building (Figure 5. 109). It is currently used
as

o

l95i

I to M)

and 1961 (Figure 5.107).

the school hall.

Building K is a ffxed timber classroom of a type provided to rural areas, erected prior to
1955 (Figure 5.1l0). This style of classroom dates from c.79I5 onwards. It is currently
used as the community languages room.

o

Building

L is a fixed timber

classroom that is currendy used by the school counsellor

(Figure 5.1 1 1).

o

Building M is a fixed timber building erected in 1961, in a style similar to Building L. It
consists ofa single and double classroom joined together, and has a distinct breakfront with
projecting verandah (Robert Demkiw, pers. comm., 14 December 2010) (Figure 5.112).
Buildings L and

M

have been retrofitted with concrete access râmps.
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Figure 5.107 Schematic plan of Iæppington Public School
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Figure 5.f 08 Building I.

Figure

Figure 5.f 10 Building I(.

Figure 5.111 Building L.

5.

109 Building J.

Figure 5.112 Building M.
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I to M form a coherent group by virtue of their predominântly timber

fabric and the colour
scheme of pale blue walls, dark blue detailing of window- and door-frames, and red verandah posts
and rails. The colour scheme is shared with the original Raby Public School building (Building H).
The classrooms rerain much of their original fabric, are in good physical condition and modifications

Buildings

reflect ongoing maintenance and functionaliry. They ere currently being upgraded under the
Commonwealth Government's Building the Education Revolution (BER) Program.

A ûbro and weatherboard weather shed (Building N) and brick ablution shed (Building Q) are also
within this area (Figure 5.I l3-Figure 5.114). The weather shed has been infested by white ants and is
in poor condition. The brick ablution shed is of a standard type introduced to public schools from
c.1955 ro meer new standards of hygiene. Ablution sheds are now becoming increasingly rare in
NSV as schools are gradually upgraded (Robert Demkiw, pers. comm. 28 March 2011).

Figure 5.113 Weather shed (Building

N).

Figure 5.114 Ablution shed (Building

Q.

The northern group of school buildings (Buildings A to E) were erected betvveen 1966 and 1981.
They form a complex of brick buildings, which has been physically integrated by the construction of a
central sports court and COLA (Covered Outdoor Learning Area).
o Building D is a brick Van der Steen building of the same design as Building J (Figure
5.115). It was construcred in 1966, parallel ro rhe northern school boundary. The
sourhern external wall is decorated with a series of murals painted by students from
Leppington Public School to celebrate Australia's bicentenary in 1988 (LPS nd). The
murals depict scenes from Leppington's history (Figure 5.116).
o Building A, facing Rickard Road, contains the Administration block and Principal's office
(Figure 5.117). It was constructed in 1967, andjoins the eastern end of Building l).
o Building B is a classroom/office connected to Building A by a covered walkway (Figure

o

5.117). It was constructed in 1968.
Building C contains the toilet block, washrooms, kiln and store.

It

was constructed in

1966 (Figure 5.118).

o

Building E is the library. Constructed in 1981, it is set back from the other buildings in
this complex, but maintains a similar alignment with the northern school boundary (Figure

5.rr9).
Buildings D and J were both designed by J Van der Steen, Design A¡chitect with the Government
A¡chitect's Branch, 1955-1964 (Bob Demkiew, pers. comm. 14 December 2010; Jack 1980:227).
Van der Steen designed several mid-twentieth century schools, including the Beverly Hills Girls' High

in 1958) (Jack 1980:86).
Building J is a rare example of a timber-framed weatherboard Van der Steen building (Robert
Demkiw, pers. comm. 14 December 2010). It marls a deviation from Van der Steen's standard use of
School (documented

in

1957) and Manly Girls' High School (documented
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brick and may reflect the shortage of available materiels during the post-war period, and

an

enrhusiesm for prefabrication (]ack 1980:87). It is possible that the weatherboard classrooms along
the southwest boundary may all be prefabricated at the NS'S?'Public'Slorl<s Department.

Figure 5.1f 5 Building D, Classrooms, north

Figure

5.

1

17 Building A, Administration.

side.

Figure 5.f f 6 Building D, south side.

Figure 5.118 Building C and sports court.
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Figure 5.119 BuildingE, Libra.qy.

Buildings F, G and P are located

in the

centre of the school grounds, to the east of the school car

park..

o
¡
o

Building F is the brick school canteen and was constructed in 1968.
Building G is a brick building conraining toilets/washrooms, and was constructed in 1968.
Building P is used by the community nurse and dates to

i99l

(Figure 5.120).

Figure 5.f 20 Building P (eft) and Building G; view from the north.

BiJingual signs in English and ltalian, representative of the strong Italian heritage of the area,

are

present throughout the school.
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A number of mature trees, including a fig and a pine near the front fence, stand on Rickard Road.
The location of these rrees is consisrenr with the 1955 aerial photo of the site, and it is likely that they
are early plantings marking the original school site. A garden bed adjacent to Building D contains a
number of rose bushes (Figure 5.121). Two brush box trees in front of Building H, and a row of
pines along the eastern boundary, behind J Peck Oval, post-darc 1955, and were likely planted in the
1960s. A collecdon of former farming equipment, including three ploughs and a chaff cutter, painted
red and bolted to a brick and concrete base located between Building D and Building F, provide a
reference to the farming heritage of the area (Figure 5.122).

Figure 5.121 Rose bushes next to Building

D.

Figure 5,122Fa¡mine equipment.

Sarnmøry Statetnent of Sígnìficønce
The original Faby Public School buili.ing and the øssociated uteatherboard clasrooms form a
colterent øestltetic group reflecting the earþ deuelopment of Leppington Pablic School and the

sunounding district i.n the eørþ- to mid-twentieth century. The expansi.on of the semi-rural
school in the 1950s and 1960s, and the shzfifrom ueatherboard to bricþ classroom buildings, is
d¿monstratiue of a local population increøse and demand
the Austral ønd Leppington areas.

A linh

for education during

the

post-wør era in

between the earþ and løter periods, ønd between the

soutltern ønd northern parts of the school, is prouided in tlte weatherboørd and bricþ Vøn der
Steen desi.gned classroom build.ings. A mature f.g ønd pine along the Ricþard Road boundøry

Iiheþ mørÞ the original school si.te and are uisual landmarþs in the locøl area. The school
continues to pla! an important role in the local community ønd to prouide a linh with the migrant

ønd agricultural history of the øreø.

The Leppington Public School, Rickard Road, Leppington, meets the following criteria for local
heritage significance: a), b), c), d), f)and g). .
Grading of Significance

School Element
Old Raby Public School building (Building H)
Weatherboard Van der Steen building (Building

Exceptional High Moderate L¡ttle lntrusive
J)

Group of weatherboard buildings (Buildings l-M)
Weather shed (Building N)
Ablution shed (Building Q)
Brick Van der Steen building (Building D)

,/
./

,/

Group of brick buildings (Buildings A-E)
Buildings F, G and P
Farming implements
Mature plantings along Rickard Road (fig and pine)
Other cultural plantings (rose bushes, brush box trees
in front of Building H,row of pines behind J Peck Oval)
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Centre Conservation Area

The proposed Austral Town Centre Conservation Area is focused on a small mixed residential,
shopping and community precinct on the west side of Edmondson Avenue, between Tenth and
Eleventh Avenues. The name 'Austral' comes from the nearby Austral Public School, which was
established on land originally owned by Phillips Ec Compan¡ also known as the Austral Banking and
Land Proprietary. The precinct incorporates a representative sample of vernacular architecture,
characteristic of the local region, constructed between 1938-39 and 1965. The building styles are
complementary in their character and scale, and illustrate a range of functions important to the town
as it developed in the mid-rwentieth century, including the general store, Progress Hall, and post
office.

The commercial development of Austral Town Centre began in 1938, when lot837 of the Hoxton
Park Estate was sold to Emma Rosetta Salome Starr, wife of Herbert George Starr, Austral postmaster
(LPMA CT Vol 4698, Fol 749). -lhe Starrs constructed a general store, telegraph office and house on
the land, along Third Avenue (now Edmondson Avenue). Prior to this, the Sta¡rs were running a post
office on TenthAvenue. The Starrs subdivided the lot, and in November 1939, H G Starr donated
the north parr (Part Lot A) to the Austral Progress Association to build a hall (LPMA CT Vol 5096
F ol 227 ; Ian'Süilmingron, pers. comm., 25 J anuary 20 I l).

In

1947 , the Starrs re-subdivided the remainder of

lot

837

, retainine ownership of the southern part in

the hands of Emma Starr, and transferring the title to the general store to their son, Herbert James
Starr (LPMA CT Vol 5096 Fol 228;Yol5721 FoI58)

In

1953, H J Starr again re-subdivided the land with the general store, and sold the store (Part Lot E)
ro new owners (LPMA CT Vol 572I FoI58; Vol 6804 Fol 32). HJ Starr later established a new store
on rhe sourhwesr part of the original lot (Part Lot H), at the corner of Edmondson and Tenth
'$Tilmington,
pers. comm., 25 January 2011).
Avenues (LPMA CT Vol 7160 Fol 22;Ian

By 1955, there were six buildings on the western side of Edmondson Avenue, including five buildings
on the original area of lot 837. the Progress Hall, General Store, and three houses (Figure 5.123).
These buildings are extant, and together demonstrate the character of the rural township and its local
environmenr in the mid-twentieth century. In particular, the H J Starr Progress Hall, Ian's Hardware
and associated house, as well as two single-storey fibro houses to the south of lan's Hardware, form a
coherent group, historically associated with the Starr family, and representetive of the development
the town as e commercial and civic centre in the mid-twentieth century

of
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Figure 5.123 Aenal photograph of Austral Town Centre,1955, showing a series of small buildings on
the western side of Edmondson Avenue. The approximate area of Lot 837 of the Hoxton Pa¡k Estate is
outlined in red.

The H J Starr Progress Hall at 264 Edmondson Avenue is a red-brick building, constructed in 1965 to
replace the original Progress Association Hall, which had been destroyed by fire (see Section 5.3.3
below for further details). The H J Starr Progress Hall is regularly used by communiry groups for
meetings and classes, and anecdotal evidence suggests that the building has strong social value to the
local community. A demountable building occupied by the Outer Liverpool Community Services is
located to the rear.

The former general store forms the core of Ian's Hardware ar 256 Edmondson Avenue, a single-storey
timber-frame and fibro clad building with a pitched corrugated metal roof, and painted brick parapet.
An associated fibro clad bungalow with a low pitched roof and street-facing gables has been relocated
from the north side of the shopfront to the rear of the block (see Section 5.3.4 below for further
details). A vacant block between the hardware store and the H J Starr Progress Hall provides overflow
parking for the store and the hall.
The two houses on the south side of Ian's Hardware were likely to have been constructed for members
of the Starr family in the Post-'!l'ar period and have at various times been associated with the Austral
Post Office. AMBS has not received permission to inspect the wrro fibro houses, and as such a
thorough assessment has not been possible; however, a preliminary visual inspection has been
undertaken from the street.
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The house at 250-252 Edmondson Avenue is a plain, single-storey bungalow with a low-pitched
corrugered meral roof, hipped to the front and gable to the rear, fibro cladding, and a skillion roof
addition ro rhe rear (Figure 5.124). The front is symmetrical, with a central front door. The house has
been the residence of Ms Rose Ellen Starr for some years and as such it is possible that the house
rerains much of its original fabric, fixtures and fittings. The house has previously been used as the
Austral Post Offìce (Graeme Mclntosh, pers. comm.3 February 20ll). Concrete footings on the
norrh side of the house are thought to be associated with the former telegraph office, and as such the
site may have some archaeological potential.

The cu¡rent Austral Post Office ú 246-248 Edmondson Avenue is also a single-storey bungalow, with
a hipped tile roof; and fibro cladding (Figure 5.125). The building is asymmetrical, with a single bay
projecting forward on the south side. A red-brick addition with a flat roof also projects out from the
front of the building on rhe north side. The brick addition served as the post office prior to the
refitting of the house for the present post ofûce (Graeme Mclntosh, pers. comm. 3 February 201I).

F
!r

Figure 5.124 House

Avenue.

^t

250-252 Edmondson Figure 5.125 Austral Post Office

at

246'248

EdmondsonAvenue.

The two fibro houses at 246-252 Edmondson Avenue ere representative of a particuler housing rype
that is currendy well represented within the study area and is likely to become increasingly rare with
future development. The two houses therefore make a contribution to an understanding of the
development of Austral and the local area and as such warrant further investigation as built heritage
items and for potential archaeological resources associated with the development of Austral town.
Regardless of whether the rwo fibro houses meet the criteria for listing as individual heritage items,
they should be identified as contributory elements in the Austral Conservation Area.
be noted that AMBS was not able to contact the owner(s) of Ian's Ha¡dware or the houses at
246-252 Edmondson Avenue to undertake a formal inspection of these properties. However, AMBS
understands that one of the owners may not support heritage listing of some of the properties, and has

It should

taken this into consideration during this assessment.

Summary Statelnent of Significønce
Austral Town Centre Conseruation Area is an intact groaping of residentia[ commercial and
community buildings, historicalþ associated with the famiþ of Emma and H G Starr, Austral
in the earþ- to mid-twentieth centary. The groaping has aesthetic ualue, insoþr as it
incorporøtes a re?resentatiue sample of uernacukr architecture of the southwest Sydney region,
including three fbro houses of uarious styles, all constructed behaeen 1938-39 and 1965. These
buitding forms will become inneasingþ rare as the area is dtueloped as part of the SVGC. The
building styles are complementary in their cltaracter and scale, and illustrate a ra.nge offunctions

Postma.ster
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in the mid-tøentieth

century, including the general store,

ffice.

The Austral Town Centre Conservation A¡ea meets the following criteria for local

heritage

significance: a), b), c), e) and g).

5.3.3

H J Starr Progress Hall,

264 Edmondson Avenue, Austral

The Austral Progress Association was formed in 193 I , out of the local school's P&C. It originally had
a dual role, catering to the requirements of the school, and the broader needs of the local communiry.
Following the formation of a separate P&C in 1936, the Progress Association focused on representing
and promoting the inrerests of local residents and the Austral community (Clarke and Haak 1993:7).
This was in keeping with a broader social movement towards local, participatory involvement in the
affairs of the district (Keating 1996:135-138). The Austral Progress Association was formally
incorporated

in 1989 (LPMA CT Vol 5096Fo1228).

The original Progress Hall was constructed in approximately 1939 on a small parcel of land on
Edmondson Avenue, donated to the Progress Association by Austral Postmaster H G Starr (LPMA
'Wilmington,
pers. comm ., 25 Jawary 20Il).
CT Vol 5096 Fol 228; Ian

..ì

,

iJ

Figure 5.126 Origirral Austral Progress Hall (Source Clarke and Haak 1993ß),

The original Progress Hall burnt down on 16 April 1962, and an 'Austral Queen Quest' was organised
to raise money to fund a new hall. The existing hall was constructed in 1965, and upgraded with a
new roof and kitchen in 1991 (Clarke and Haak 1993:7; Ian'W'ilmington, pers. comm., 25 January

20tt).
The current hall is a simple single storey red textured brick building, with contrasting panels of pale
yellow brick along the front, timber-frame windows, and a low pitched profile steel roof (Figure
5.127-Fig:re 5.133). The wide entry is flanked by projecting wings, with commemorative plaques
mounted on the walls. Double glass doors provide âccess into the hall which has a stage at the far end,
and the ladies and gents toilets to each side. The front wings house the kitchen to the right and a
srorage area ro the left. The hall is lit by large, six-pane windows set high along the long walls. The
roof is supported by steel trusses, which relieve the simplicity of the interior design. A demountable
building to the rear houses the Outer Liverpool Community Services.
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Starr Progress Hall, view from the southeast.

Figure 5.128 View from trhe street.

Figure 5.129 View Êom the northeast.
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Figure 5.130 Commemorative plaque, in honour

Figure 5.131 Commemorative plaque,

ofH

renaming of the hall in honou¡ of H J Starr.

G Starr.

Figure 5.132 Inte¡7ot of the hall, with sage at
far end.

the

the

Figure 5.l33Yiew ofkitchen, installedin 1991.

The hall was renamed the H J Starr Progress Hall in December 2001, honouring the long-term
patronage of H J Starr, son of H G and Emma Starr. The hall continues to be used on a regular basis
'SØilmington,
pers.
by a variety of community-based groups and for private social gatherings (Ian
comm., 25January 2011; Clarke and Haak 1993:7).
Summary Støtenent of Signìficønce
originalþ
The H J Starr Progress Hall is historicalþ asociøted with the Austral Progress
'4ssociøtion,
with
a
broader
social
1931
promote
the
interests
of
locøl
residmtl
and
in
to
represent
and
formed
rnoue/nent towørds local, parthipatory inulluement

in

ffiirs of the distict. It also has ø special
H G and H J Starr. Ahhoagh the
ualues, it is re?resentøtiue of its era, and it

tlte

association with prominent members of the local community

culrent hall

not høue high aesthetic or arcl¡itectural
continues to pln! a uitøl role in tlte sociøl and cuhural life of the Austal contmunity.
dnes

The H J Starr Progress Hall meets the following criteria for local heritage signiûcance: a), b), d) and
g). The H J Starr Progress Association Hall makes an important conüibution to the proposed Austral

Town Centre Conservation Area.

5.3.4

lan's Hardware and House, 256 Edmondson Avenue, Austral

In

1938, the land et256 Edmondson Avenue was purchased by Emma Rosetta Salome Starr, wife of
Herbert George Starr, Austral postmaster (LPMA CT Vol 4698, FoI 149-150). The Starrs likely
constructed a general store, telegraph office and house on the land around this time. The store was the
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firsr commercial business in what would later become the Austral Town Centre

NÐ
(see Section 5.3.2

above).

ln

1947, the Starrs subdivided their land and transferred the title to the lot on which the store stands
to their son, Herbert James Starr. H J Starr is described in the certificate of title as a storeman.

In

1953, H J Starr again re-subdivided the land with the general store, and sold the store (Part Lot E)
ro new owners: \William Isaac Ratcliffe of Manly, salesman, and his wife Lyn (LPMA CT YoI 572I
Fol 5S). It was subsequently purchased by Raymond tVesley Saints of Austral, merchant, and his wife
June (1958); Robert Sydney C¡yer of Ausüal, storekeeper (1960); and Gino Casella of Yagoona, box
manufacturer, and his wife Nota (1963) (LPMA CT Vol 6804Fo|32).

'!?'ilmington. A
to his nephew, Ian
photograph of the land from about this time shows the building being used as a hardware store, with
two petrol pumps our rhe front, and the adjacent house flush with the front of the store (Figure
5.134). This house has since been relocated to the rear of the block (LPMA CT Vol6804 Fol 32;lan
\Øilmington pers. comm., 25 January 2011).

In

1966,

H J Starr re-purchased the land, and

leased the store

Figure 5.134 Photograph of Ian's Hardware and adjacent ffbro house, c1966 (Source: Ian \ØilminSon).
256 Edmondson Avenue. It
The former general store continues to form the core of Ian's Hardware
^t
is a single-storey dmber-framed fibro-clad building with a pitched roof clad in corrugated roofing
sheets and a painted brick parapet over the entry (Figure 5.135-Figure 5.136). A large, flat metal
awning extending out et the front has been added to provide protection for two petrol pumps. The
-fhe perapet
presenr awning is larger than that appearing in the photograph shown in Figure 5.134.
provides the building with a more imposing façade than the other early buildings in the township and,
as an

Art Deco architectural detail, is consistent with a 1938-39 date of construction.
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The original store building has been extended at the rear such that it now forms a long narrow space
broken up into sections by surviving early wall sections and added counters. There is also a narrow
addition along the north side of the original building. The stock includes a wide variety of items
including general hardware, personal and household items, and refreshments.

Figure 5,135 Yiew along Edmondson Avenue

to

Figure 5.136 Ia¡r's ha¡dwa¡e.

Ia¡r's Ha¡dware.

The fibro house, which now stands to the rear of the store, is a modest example of the Califronian
bungalow style, with a low pitched roof, sffeet-facing gables, and timber frame windows (Figure
5.137-Figue 5.138). Strapwork on the gables adds some simple decorative detail. The bungalow
style of the house is also consistent with a 1939 construction date. The building currently serves as the
office to lan's Hardware. Although no longer a residence, the house has a strong historic connection
with the srore, as the store owner's family home. It appears to retain much of its original layout and
fabric, and is in good condition.

Fignre 5.137 Yiew along the north side of
Hardwa¡e to the ffbro

Ian's

house.

Figure 5.f 38 The relocated fibro house to the reâr
of lants Hardware.

There is some potential for archaeological relics associated with the construction and operation of lan's
Hardware and the lives of the people who occupied the associated fibro house to be present in the site
and the adjacent vacant lot.

Surnmary Statement of Sígnìficønce
its association with the Størr fømiþ, who
established thefrst general store inAastrøl Town Centre in approxirnateþ 1938-39. This store
formed the bøsis of the Austrøl shopping district. The harduøre store is demonstratiue of the
aspirations of the deueloping town in the eørþ- to mid-twentieth centur!, reflecting the
Ian's Hørdware has historic significance ørising

fom
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Deco style of arcbitecture, and is now a rare examPle of a commercial building

of this period i.n the ørea.
The associøted

fibro

bouse is no longer used øs a residence, bat

it

has a snong historic connection

with the store, as the store owner's famiþ home. The continuity of use of the aore, ønd the
continuing øssociation of the store with the fibro house, contributes to tlte historic significance of
the store and house øs a coherent group.
Tbe fbro house is a good, ølbeit mod¿st example of the Californian bungalow style, and is
charøcteristic of the mid-twentieth century housing stocþ thøt is cunentþ well represented within
the study area, but which is liheþ to becorne increasingþ rare with future dzueloprnent.

Ian's Hardware and House meet the following criteria for local heritage significance: a), b), c), e) , f)
and g). Ian's Hardware store and the associated fibro house also make an important contribution to
the proposed Austral Conservation A¡ea.

5.3.5

Brick House and Garden at 275 Edmondson Avenue, Austral

In June 1925, John Frederick Valentine Landers purchased lots 816 and 817 in the Hoxton Park
Estate from the Asset Realization Company Limited (LPMA CT Vol 1101 Fol 115). Landers also
accumulated numerous other blocks in the district. Following Landers' death, his son Ferdinand
-üØhite,

a labourer from Hoxton Park (1932' LPMA CT Vol
house
and
established a poultry farm on the land. In 1938,
likely
built
a
small
4391 Fol116). \yrlhite
ownership of the land was transferred to A¡na Prokoph, wife of Rudolf Prokoph, a poultry farmer
who had emigrated to Australia from Czechoslovakia in 1928. Together with their son, Rudolf
Prokoph Jnr, who joined his parents in Australia in 1938, the Prokophs continued farming poultry on
the land (Erica Clarke, pers. comm., 1 February 20ll).

Landers sold lots 816 and 817 to \Øilliam

In approximately 1948-9, Rudolf Prokoph Jnr constructed a new brick house for himself and his
parenrs on lot 816, on Edmondson Avenue (Figure 5.139). The house is thought to be one of the
earliest brick houses extant in the area. (A possible late nineteenth century brick cottage at 265
Fifteenth Avenue has now been demolished.) The decision to construct in brick was made despite
advice from the local Council that the subsoil was primarily clay and unsuited to brick construction
(Erica Clarke, pers. comm., 1 February 20ll). Following construction, Anna Prokoph planted a pair
of Canary Island Date Palms in the front yard, and a privet hedge along the fence line (Figure 5.140Figure 5.141). These plantings are extânt.
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Figure 5.139 House and garden at275 Fdrmondson Avenue, soon after construction in 1948-9. A newly
planted C*"ry Island Date Palm is in front of the house (left) and privet hedges are in the foreground
and bacþound (Source Erica Cla¡ke).
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Figure 5.14O Gate posts and privet hedge in
front ofhouse at 275 Edmondson Avenue,
nd (Source Erica Cla¡ke).

.,.l{¿"

5.141 Aerial photograph of Austral, 1955,
showing the Prokoph poultry farm. The brick house, two
Figure

palms and privet hedge can be seen adjacent to
Edmondson Avenue (Source LPMA' 228-1508, Run 25,
Liverpool).

The Prokophs maintained a model poultry farm and participated in the Colombo Plan, providing
experience and training for visiting farmers from less developed countries (Erica Clarke, pers. comm.,
1 February 2011). The Colombo Plan wâs a cooperative venture conceived at the Commonwealth
Conference on Foreign Affairs held in Colombo, Ceylon (now Sri Lanka) in January 1950 and
launched in 1951, aimed at the economic and social advancement of the peoples of South and
Southeast fuia. The farm and farming practices of the Prokoph family were described in a 1957 issue
of Poultry, a weekly newspeper for poultry farmers: "Greenfeed Keeps Birds Healthy", S4r Austral
Farmer (Figure 5.142)
a housing estate.

.

Following the retirement of Rudolf Prokoph Jnr, the land was subdivided for
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Figure 5.142 Tl¡ree canerø glimpses of Messrs. R Prohoph è Sow fann at Austral, NS.W., showing the
type of laying house standa¡dised at the farm (top) and the equipment in these houses: home made wheat
hopper (bottom left), earthenware drinking troughs (bottom centre) and a battery of24 nests in three
tiers (bottomright) (SourcezPouhry 5 October 1957,p.781; copyprovidedbyEricaClarke).

The Prokoph house is architecturally consistent with its date of construction with a hipped tile roof
and dark red face-brick walls (Figure 5.143). The symmetrical front has centrally placed glass-panelled
French doors approached by a semi-circular entrance porch (Figure 5.144). The entry is flanked by
three-bay casement windows. The concrete porch has brick-faced steps and brick columns. The
house retains most of the original fixtures and fittings; however, the kitchen has been updated. A
brick chimney on rhe sourh side of the house is intact, but the hea¡th has been concealed behind a
panel (Figure 5.146). The house is well-maintained, although there is minor cracking in the walls,
likely the result of shifting foundations.
are to the rear of the house. The shed was originally the
feed shed for the poultry farm (Figure 5.147). The toilet is not original.

A large fibro-clad shed and outdoor toilet
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275 Edmondson Ave, view frorn

Figure 5.145 Detail of brick
chimne¡ soutl

lroþct,

the Figure 5.l4íDetatlof

glass-panelled

French doors.

Figure 5.l46Formet feed shed, to the rear of the house.

side of house.

The garden along the front and sides has a consistent mid-twentieth century character, and wâs
established ar rhe same time as the house. A concrete path leads directly from the street to the house
via a metal gate, flanked by a pair of square, concrete gate posts (Figure 5.147). The gate replaces an
earlier timber gate. The two Canary Island Date Palms, growing on either side of the path, are now e
prominent feature of the corner block, and may well act as a local landmark Figure 5.148-Figure
5.149). The privet hedge along the front of the property is somewhat overgro\Mn, and screens the
house from street.
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Figure 5.148 Pair of Canary Island Date Palms,
view from the southeast.

Figure 5.149 House and garden at275 Eúmondson Avenue, view from the northwest.

Summøry Statement of Significance
The house and garden at 275 Edmondson Auenue haue a strong mid-twentieth centuty character,
and øre representatiue of semi-rural styles of this erd in western $tdnql Constructed in
approximateþ 1948-9, the house is one of the earliest bricþ houses extant inAustra.l. It has been well
maintained, retaining most of its original fixtures and fittings. Two Canary Islønd Date Palms in
the fiont yard are roughþ contem?orary uith the ltouse, and are noil) ø prominent feature of the
stleetscape.

The house and garden are associated with the mid-twentieth century migrant population of Austal.
The house was constructed by Rudolf ProÞoph Jnr for himself and his parents, Anna and Rudolf

Prohoph Snr, who ran a poubry farm on the knd. The Prokoph famiþ emigrated to Australia fro/n
Czechoslouaþia in the 1920s-1930s. The Prokophs rnaintained a model pouhry farm and

pørticipated

in

experience and

the Colombo Pkn, launched by Commonweahh countries
trainingfor uisitingfarmers fiom less deueloped countries.

in 1951, prouiding

The house and garden at 27 5 Edmondson Avenue meets the following criteria: a), b), c) and g) for an
item of local heritage significance.
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170 Edmondson Avenue, Austral

In February 1901, Ernest Stanley Simmonds, clerk of \Øoolwich, purchased Lots 925 and 926 in the
Hoxton Park Estate from the New Oriental Bank Co Ltd (LPMA CT Vol 1101 Fol 115;Yol 1402
Fol 165). Two months later, the properry was transferred to Henry George Simmonds, a Sydney
conveyancer; and in December 1903, a warrant of execution was issued against the property for the
recovery of debts owed by Simmonds. The warrant was resolved in I9I2, when the property was sold
by the Commercial Bank of Australia to Frank Kime, a licenced victualler of Sydney. Kime held onto
the properry until June 1933, when it was purchased by Violet Primrose Dudley, wife ofJohn Dudley
of Lakemba, Shoe Manufacturer (LPMA CT Vol 1402Fol165). The house was likely built by the
Dudley family (Erica Clarke, pers. comm., 1 February 2011).

Violet Dudley was a local girl, the daughter of 'S7illiam Ayshford Jnr and Mary Dunn, and
granddaughter of \Øilliam Ayshford Snr and Sarah Morrish, nineteenth century settlers in the Hoxton
Park district. Violet married John Dudley in 1927 (Kirkpatrick Family fuchives 2008). The property
remained in Dudley's ownership until 1956, when Lot 926was sold to local grazierAlfred Mervyn
Phillis. The land was subsequentþ purchased by: John Henry Tobin and his wife Elfreda (1960);
Edwin George \Øilce of Moorebank, retired grazier (1964); Janos Gerstner of Bankstown, factory
manager, and his wife Anna (1970); Barry Patrick Geraghty (1970); and Kenneth John Montgomery
of Austral, ffainer, and his wife Elaine Helen (1974) (LPMA CT Vol 1402Fol165, Vol 7f99 Fol76,
Yol 11232 Fol 158). The property remains in the hands of the Montgomery family at the present
tlme.

A

single-storey Californian style bungalow stands on the property at 170 Edmondson Avenue. A
collection of farm outbuildings to the rear, and a series of overgrown animal pens and post-and-rail

to the south along Eighth Avenue, are associated with the house and are an
important part of the property (Figure 5.150-Figure 5.151). The bungalow has white painted
rendered and textured walls with a diamond pâttern picked out in blue paint on the front. The
fenced paddocks

hipped roof is clad in Marseilles-type roofing tiles with a prominent white painted central chimney.
The front fence comprises square concrete posts with timber rails, which reflect the style of the
verandah posts along the front ofthe house.

ú
street.

Figure 5.150 House
view from the

l7O Edmondson Avenue, Figure 5.151 Disused paddocks and animal pens to
the south of the hor¡se.

The bungalow stands within an expansive landscaped garden, which is a prominent feature of the local
streetscape, and may well act as a local landmark. Two rows of large Canary Island Date Palms flank a
path that winds from Edmondson Avenue around to the front of the house. A third row of palms is
aligned along the front fence, and flowering shrubs line a driveway on the north side of the property
(Figure 5. I 52-F igur e 5.1 5 4).
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Figure 5.152 Row of Canary Island Date Palms along Edmondson Avenue.

-4

Figure 5.153 Remnants of
gate

post.

timbe¡

Figure 5.154 Flowering shrubs line a driveway on the north side

ofthe

ProPertY.

The exact date of the consrrucrion of the house is unknown. However, it is clea¡ from the 1930 aerial
photographs of the properry that the lot was undeveloped at this date, while the 1955 aerials clearly
show the house and the three rows of palms that form a prominent feature of the garden today. The
house and garden were rherefore established during the intervening period, likely around 1933-1934,
following the sale of the land to Violet Primrose Dudley (Figure 5.155). The Californian bungalow
architectural sryle appears in Australia in the decade before \( ØI, becoming common by the I920s,
after which time variations to the style began to eppear. The bungalow style of the house is consistent
with a 1933-1934 construcrion date, which would fall into the post-Depression period, but prior to
164
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\7-!7II. The garden

also has en early- to mid-twentieth century character, and was likely established at
the same time as the house. The serpentine path and feature plantings of palms were popular in
suburban front gardens during the Federation and Inter-'S7'ar periods, representing a scaled-down
version ofgrand, gardenesque style planting schemes seen in nineteenth century public parks and large
estate gardens. Palms generallywent out of fashion after the war, not coming back in until the 1970s
(Cuffley 799 I:144; 200/ :150).

The house and garden stand on their original 3 acre block, and as such provide good evidence of late
nineteenth to early twentieth century patterns of land tenure in the Austral and Hoxton Park area.
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Lônd and Property lr,4anaqemenl Author ry Aerìâl pholograph 228-5108, Run 25, Liverpool NSW 1 955
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Figure 5.155 Aerial photographs of the property at l7O Edmondson Avenue, 1930 (left) and 1955
Gight). The house and garden are established between these two dates.

AMBS was refused permission to enter the property ar I70 Edmondson Ave (also known as 725
Eighth Avenue); however, the house and garden appear to be well maintained, and an inspection from
the street indicates that the house is currently being renovated.
Sannmøry Statement of Significance

at 170 Edmondson Auenue is an excellent rePresentøtiae exørnPle of suburban
in tbe southwest Sydnel region in the Inter-Wør period, and the three rows of
Cønøry Island Date Palms in the font yard are now a prominent feøture of the locøl
The garden

gardening styles

streettcape. Møture gardzns of this date are rare in the region.
Too linle is þnown of the history and associations of the bungalou., at 170 Edmondson Auenøe

its historic significance with øryt uedibility. Howeuer, the bungalow was liÞeþ
pairing of bungølow
and garden is unique within the study areø.
to

assess

established at tl)e srtme tirne øs the gørden, possibþ 1933-1934, and tbe
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The house and garden stand on their originøl 3 acres bloch, ønd as such Proaide good euidence
of lnte nineteentb to earþ twentieth century Patterns of land tenure in the Austrøl and Hoxton

Parh areø.

The house and garden at I70 Edmondson Avenue meets the following criteria: c) f) and g) for an item
of local heritage significance.

5.3.7

Cement Rendered House at 40 Browns Road, Austral

In March 1894, Charles Bowles, chairmaker of South Brisbane, purchased Lot ll47 in the Hoxton
Park Estate from Marie Sophie Nicholson Bellasis, mortgagee executing power of sale over the estate.
In November 7913, a l00ft strip of land on eastern side of the lot was resumed for a public road, now
known as Browns Road, reducing the size of the lot from 3 acres to 2 714 acres. The lot was sold in
August 7935 to Charles Albert Brown of Auburn, Printer, and transferred to his widow Teresa Julia
Brown in May 1946 (LPMA CT Vol I 101 Fol 1 15; Vol I 120 Fol 182). The death notice for Charles
Brown in 1944 indicates that his primary residence was Hargrave Street, Auburn, and there is
currenrly no evidence that the Brown family ever lived on the property in Austral (SMH 1l April
1944).

In December 1949, the properry was purchased by James A¡thur Langmead, plasterer of Paddington,
and his wife Melva. It is likely that the building was constructed by Langmead soon after this date,
and the unusual decorative treatment of the building may be a testament to his skill as a plasterer and
renderer.

Aerial photographs of the area confirm that the building was constructed before 1955 (Figure 5.156).
The property was later transferred to his daughter, May Puckridge of Penolo, South Australia (July
1980) and Margaret Raumer of Austral (October 1980), and was subsequently leased to tenants
(LPMACTVoI 1120 Fol 182; Vol 14222Fol24r).
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Figure 5.156 Aerial photographs of 40 Browns Road (corner 60 Fifth Avenue), f 930 (left) and. 1955

Gidtt). The

house is circled

in red.

The house stands on the corner of Fifth Avenue and Browns Road, facing Browns Road: the current
tenant uses a meiling address of 40 Browns Road (Figure 5.I57-Figure 5.158). The house stands on
its original 2ll4 acre block reduced from 3 acres by the resumption of land for Browns Road. The
property to the south ofthe house and yard has native regro\Mth forest.

The house is very small, comprising four rooms including kitchen and bathroom. It is cement
rendered with a pitched roof clad in corrugated steel sheets with gable ends. An open skillion roofed
addition to the rear is overgrown with vines and flowers. A concrete path leads directþ from Browns
Road to the house via a wire gate set in a short section of white picket fence; the remainder of the yard
surrounding the house is deffned by a chain wire fence. A row of Cocos Island Palms are planted
along the fence line on Browns Road. The yard is grassed, with an occasional flower bed, and to the
north-east is a healthy vegetable patch. A double gate on Fifth Avenue provides cer access and the
collection of ca¡avans sitting to the reer of the house.
The house is an excellent example of twentieth century vernacular architecture, with many elements
constructed of reclaimed materials. Internal walls are plastered and painted, the floors are polished
timber boards, and the internal doors are Victorian panel doors. The hearth is a synthetic replica of a
Victorian iron fireplace. (Apparently the builder capped the chimney because of a concern that
'invading Nazis would come down the chimney' fiohn Lenton, pers. comm., 11 February 2011]).
The house has been well cared for and maintained.
The house has a projecting enclosed porch at the front, which appears to frame the entry, but which is
currentþ used as a storage area; access is from the rear kitchen door. The porch has a central
triangular pediment, a classical motif more common to larger, grander residences. Multi-pane
windows aÌe arranged symmetrically to either side of the porch; however the entryway is offset from
the centre of the wall. A cement rendered dado across the front has been textured and painted to
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blocks. The path leading from the gate continues to each side of the
entry, and has been scored to resemble 'uazy paving' and painted red and yellow; this was a common
decorative motif of the Inter-\Øar and early post-S7ar period (Figure 5.159) (Cuffley 2007:155).
resemble rusticeted sandstone

Figure 5.157 The cement rendered house at 40 Browns Road.

Figure 5.158 Cement rendered house at 40 Browns Road within
its landsca¡red garden.

Figure 5.f59 Detail of the painted
ctazy

paingpath at the front of the

house.

Sammary Statement of Sígníficance
The cementrendered ltouse is a rare exa.mple of a small, rnid-twentieth century uernacular hoase in

good condition. The house was llÞeþ constructed around 1950-52 by its owner, pløsterer James
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Langmead, during a ma.jor phase of deuelopment and agricuhural intensifrcation in the Aus*al and
Leppington dhtricts afer World. War II. h has a remarhable ap?eafance, including euidence of
crafismønship and decoratiue ørchitecturalfeatures more common to lørger, grander residences.

The Cement Rendered House at 40 Browns Road, Austral meets the following criteria: a), c), e) and 0
for an item oflocal heritage significance.

5.3.8

W V Scott War Memorial and Park, Bringelly Road, Austral

'\Ø
The
V Scott Memorial and the 'W V Scott Memorial Park commemorate Villiam (Bill) Verdun
Scott, Flying Offìcer in 7 Squadron of the Royal Australian Airforce, who died in action in Europe
during'S?-!?II, aged 27 .

Scott was the son of local grocer, bus operator, and long serving Nepean Shire Alderman Thomas
'S7illiam
Scom was born in Austral in 1977 and attended Austral Public School and
George Scott.
Parramatra High School. Scott joined the army the morning after war was declared. He later joined
the airforce, working as a bomb aimer and navigator, and was a membe¡ of the elite pathfinders
'W'!(/II, the
pathfinders were a group of volunteers
stâtioned at Bournemouth in England. During
who were specially ûained to guide the main airborne force to designated drop zones. Their tasks
\Mere to mark the drop zones or landing zones, set up radio beacons as a guide for the aircraft carrying
the main force, and to clear and protect the area as the main force arrived. Scott's plane was shot
down over Alkmaar, Netherlands on 16 December 1943. Six crew members from the plane were
buried in Stompetoren, Netherlands (Clarke and Haak 1993:5; Australian'$Øar Memorial, nd).

A monument in honour of Flying Officer Scott was

erected at the corner of Bringelly Road and
Edmondson Avenue in Austral (Figure 5. 160). This originally consisted of a water bubbler on a raised
foundation, with an associated plaque. One local resident also remembers that the bubbler was
covered with a pergola in the 1960s (Erica Clarke, pers. comm. I February 2011). The bubbler was
eventually vandalised and, following complaints, removed by Liverpool Council. A new black granite
commemorative plaque and memorial rose garden was installed in the same location in approximately

1993 by the Liverpool RSL Sub Branch in cooperation with Council and Austral Public School
(Figure 5.16I) (District Reporter, nd; Vic \Øatts, pers. comm., 28 February 20lI). The inscription
replicates that ofthe original plaque:
INAPPRECIATME
MEMORYOF
FLYING OFFICER
W.V, SCOTTR.A,A,F.

KILLED INACTION
DEC I€H 1943
THERE WAS, THERE IS

NO NOBLER, STRONGER,
GENTLER, MANLIERMAN,

The last three lines make reference to American orator Robert G Ingersoll's famous eulogy at his
brother's grave.
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Figure 5.f 60 \ùü'V Scott Memorial and Park, at

junction

of

the

Figure 5.161 Commemorative plaque at the

W'V

Bringelly Road and Edmondson Scott Memorial Pa¡k

Avenue.

'W'V

Scott. The land for the
The monument is adjacent to a sports ground, also named in honour of
memorial park \Mas partially owned by Nepean Shire Council, and the remainder was purchased by
Council after the \Øar, in April 1948 (LPMA CT Vol 2880 Fol 146;Yol1086 Fol 43). h is likely
that the main oval and memorial were established around this time. The main oval can be seen on a
7955 aetial photograph of the area, with a central cricket pitch. Although the photograph is not
entirely clear, the ffrst memorial appears to have been constructed by this time (Figure 5.162).

04080

160

HorÌzontal datum: GDA94iMGA Zone 56
Background images: Detail from Geoscìence Austrålia, Aerial photograph 3429-807, Sydney survey, '1930 (left) and
Land and Property Mänagement Authority, Aerial photograph 228-5146, Run 26, Liverpool NSW 1955
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Figure 5.162 Ae¡ial photographs of land at the corner of Brinçlly Road and Edmondson Avenue, 1930
(left) and 1955 (right). By 1955, an oval had been esøblished on the land, named in honour of Fþing

OfficerW'VScott.
The park now comprises a large grassy oval et the junction of Bringelly Road and Edmondson Avenue,

and a smaller playing ûeld at the corner

of

Edmondson and Fifth Avenues (Figure 5.163). A

grandstand and other facilities present are at the north end of the oval. The park is surrounded by a
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number of mature gum trees and a wi¡e and pipe rail fence. The park appears to be well-patronised,
ând is the home training field for a number of local sporting clubs.

Figure 5.163 Small playÍng field at the corner of Edmondson a¡rd Fifth Avenues.

Summøry Støtement of Signif.cance
The W V Scott War Memorial and Parþ commemorates the death of a local seruiceman in Europe in
World. War II. The Memorial is associated uith Fþing Oficer Villiam (8il0 Wrdun Scott, son of
Thomas George Scon, earþ settler in the Hoxton Parþ Estate and long seruing Nepean Shire
Alderman. The rnemorial stands in lieu of a graue þr Fþing Officer Scott, ønd expresses the
comrnunity's grief at his death. The naming of the associated W V Scott Memoriøl Parþ reinforces
the community's desire t0 notfolget the sacrif.ce of local residents in the wør.
'SØ
The
V Scott'W'ar Memorial and Park meets the following criteria for local heritage significance: a),
b), d) and g).

5.3.9

Hellenic Monument, Lot 10 DP 771080

There is little available information concerning Greek migrants to the area or the Greek community;
however, Lot 10 DP 771080, north of Gurner Avenue was purchased by the Federation of Hellenic
Associations in 7995. Previously the Associations had had a 99 year lease on the land, but after
lobbying the government, the 2l shareholders successfully purchased the land. The aim for the land
was to create a cultural hub for the Greek community: sporting facilities, recreetion, communiry care
and housing for elderly members of the communiry. The plans have been on hold, mainly because of
the proposed electrical substation and additional 330kV transmission line, which will remove part of
the land (John Petropoulos, pers. comm., 2 February 2011).
The land is marked out by an Hellenic o¡ Greek style monument, which stands overlooking the valley
from an elevated position on Judges Hill (Figure 5.164). The monument is in a ruinous condition,
but continues to form a prominent feature of the landscape. Constructed of reinforced concrete, it has
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set on a stepped rectangular podium; the column on the northwest side has fallen

over. There are remnants of a marble plaque ettached to the front, west side of the podium. The
marble plaque is inscribed with Greek lettering; however, too little survives from which to decipher a
meaning (Figure 5.165-Figure 5.166). The monument is painted white, and a u-shaped shadow in
the paint at the centre of the podium marks the site of an additional element, now missing.

Figure 5.164 The Hellenic Monument on Judges Hill.

Figure 5.165 Remnant of the inscribed marble Figure5.f66Detaitofinscribedma¡bleplaque.
plaque.

Sumrnøry Støtement of Significance
Too little is þnown about the Hellenic Monument to

assess

its historic significance. Howeuer,

construction of the monument would haue inuolued a substantiøl inuestrnent of materials and labour,

in the landscape sugests a desire to commemorøte euents øssociated with the
øcquisition of the land and/or the a.ctiuities of the GreeÞ community in southwest Sydnqt. There is
potential to gain new information about the historic significance of the monument and its association
and its placement
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with the Greeþ cornmunity fiom further historical researcl). The monument is cented on Judges Hill
it høs landmarh qualities within an important uiew corrid.or within the local enuironrnent.

sach that

The Federation of Hellenic fusociations monument on Judges Hill is likely to meet the following
criteria for local heritage significance: a), c), and e).

5.3.10

lVrssen Huts at 97A Bringelly Road

and 105-1 1 1 Edmondson Avenue, Austral

In early 1916, Major Peter Nissen, 29th Company Royal Engineers, developed prefabricated portable
utilitarian huts, which were being produced byAugust the same year (Stuart 2005l.57; Figure 5.167).
The standard sizes for Nissen huts are described in the Prefabricated Building Catalogue issued by the
Department of 'Works & Housing as:
Støndard lengths are 36fi and 60fi for 16fi and 24fi span buildings respectiueþ, of approximateþ
semi-circular section, constructed of semi-circular steel T ribs with timber purlins couered with
comtgated aluminium sheeting placed uerticalþ. Ends of 3fi and 2fi jlarne and dressed
weatherboørds. Single or double doors ønd windows. Dorner windows can be added if required. At
?resent (Jan 1951) øluminium sheeting is unauailable and conugated blacþ iron must be sup?lied in
lieu. Forfull detaik of Bldgs see handbooþ (1951:Sheet No.1).

rlllt

-nl.Í
a Nissen Hut (Source:
/www. eriding. net/worldinconfl ict/images/glossary/nissen-hut-plao j pS).

Figure 5.167 The components of
http

:

/

The uses of Nissen huts identified in the Prefabricated Buildings Catalogue are as gareges, stores,
workshops and temporary housing, and have been used as accommodation barracks during and
following \øMI. A-fter the'W'ar, Nissen huts served the Displaced Persons Migrant Accommodation
program in NS\yr' as housing for the massive influx of migrants. Following the closure of many of the
migrant hostels, and particularlyby 1952-1953, there was a surplus and huts, including Nissen huts,
were sold off (Stuart 2005:54). Some surplus huts were acquired by rural landholders as convenient
utilitarian multi-purpose structures to be adapted to farm use.

\Øithin the study area are two Nissen huts, located at the corner of Seventh and Edmondson Avenues,
and at 974 Bringelly Road. The two Nissen huts comply with the smaller hut size of 36ft x 16ft and
appeer to have been acquired for farming purposes, as indicated in the 1955 aerial photographs ofthe
study area. The hut at 97A Bringelly Rd is clearly present, whereas it is less certain whether the hut is
on the lot at the corner of Seventh and Edmondson Avenues (Figure 5.168).
The two Nissen huts are in poor condition (Figure 5.169-Figure 5.173). They appear to retain the
original steel T ribbing and are clad in corrugated iron/steel sheets, but neither is lined. The west end
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section, ând part of the east end, of the Bringelly Road Nissen hut appears to be original, but the east
end has been modifìed for use as a garage (Figure 5 .17 3). The end sections of the Edmondson Avenue
hut are fitted with a mix of profile steel and corrugated sheets, and the hut is used for storage (Figure
5.17O-Figure 5.171).

¡,ir

Hor¡zontal datumi GDA94/MGA Zone 56
Background Ìmage: Land and Property lvlanagement Authority,
AerÌal photographs 228-5149 Run 26 (left), and 228-5417 flun 26,
Liverpool NSW 1955
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Figure 5.168 1955 aerial photos of 97A Bri"g"[y Rd with the hut anowed (Ieft, cirded), and the lot at
the corner of Seventh and Edmondson Avenues (right, circled). It is uncleâr whether the hut on the
corner of Edmondson Arrenue is ptesent at this time.

Figure 5.169 The west elevation of the Nissen hut on the corner of Seventh and Edmondson Avenues.
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Figure 5.170 North elevation of the Nissen hut on
the corner ofSeventh and Edmondson Avenues.

Figure 5.171 South elevation of the Nissen hut on
the corner of Seventh andEdmondsonAvenues.

Figure 5.172 Niqsen hut on Bti"g"lly Road; view
of the west elevation with original cladding and
windows.

Figure 5.173 Nissen hut on Btitg"[y Road; the
east end has been modiffed to provide parking

As s e s vnent of

S ìgnìfi

access.

canc e

Each of the Nissen huts has been identified in the heritage study prepared by FORM fuchitects (Aust)

Pty Ltd Ln2004 as having local significance.

The two Nissen huts are demonstrative of the characteristic utiliterien structures developed for
military use during \(/M, and which have continued to be used for military and domestic purposes.
Although Nissen huts a¡e becoming increasingly rare, the two examples within the study area ere
incomplete and poor exemples of their type and do not retain all the characteristic elements that
define this class of building, and as such, would not make a signiffcant contribution to an
understanding of the building type.

The Nissen hut at corner of Seventh and Edmondson Avenues, and the Nissen Hut at 9TABringeIIy
Road do not fulfil the requirements for heritage listing.

5.3.11 Cowpasture

Road

- Cultural Landscape

Opened in 1806, Cowpasture Road is one of the earliest roads in the south western Sydney region and
the oldest road in the Liverpool area (see Section 3.3.1 above). It formed the boundary of several early
land grants in the study area, including those of Matthew Pear, Alexander Riley, John Drummond,
and Simeon Lord.

t75
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The original alignment of Cowpasture Road extended in a northeasterly direction through

the

Leppington area, joining Bringelly Road on the east side of a row of three Bunya Pines (see Figure 3.8
above). The Upper Canal was constructed approximately 80 years after the roed, ând intersects the
original alignment near a prominent bend in the present alignment of the road. The bend represents
the point at which the ¡oad was realigned along the west side of the Canal in the late nineteenth or
early rwentierh century, with a Canal crossing at Bringelly Road (Figure 5.I74; aJ,so see Section 5.2.2
above).

Figure 5.174 Aprominent bend in the present Cowpasture Road represents the point at which the road
was realigned along the west side of the Upper Canal, following its construction in 1886-1888.
shallow depression along the disused road reserve indicates the original alignment (red arrow.)

A

Historic aerial photographs provide evidence of the original alignment of the road, with the route
marked by changes in vegetation, particularly along the property boundaries east of the road (Figure
5.175). The original alignment can still be interpreted within the present landscape by a shallow

in the local topography, and a localised area of native regrowth forest along the unused
secrion of road reserve (Figure 5.176). In some sections, both east and west of the Canal, the
depression is more clearly indicated by discrete embankments (Figure 5.177). The row of Bunya
depression

Pines marks the original junction

with Bringelly Road (Figure 5.178).
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Figure 5,175 AeÅal photographs of the study atea I93O (left) and 1955 (right), showing the lack of
development within the vicinity of the Old Cowpasture Road alignment (red) and the Upper Canal.

Figure 5.176 Shallow depression in the local Figure 5.177 Seæion of embankment along east
topograph¡ east of the Upp". Canal. View to the side of historic road reserve, west of the Upper
sout'h.

Canal.
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Figure 5.178 View along the original road alignment, towards t-he north, where the junction with
Bringeþ Road is marked by a row of Bunya Pines.

The present road surface on the west side of the Canal has been asphalted and widened since its
original constmction; however, the disused alignment on the east side of the Canal has remained
relatively untouched since the construction of the Canal and diversion of Cowpasture Road, end as
such it may retain physical evidence of early road use, including wheel ruts, and attempts to modify
the landscape ro control surface drainage. Areas of exposed ground surface along the disused road
reserve consist of compacted clay and lateritic gravel, consistent with the local geology (Figure 5.179).
There is some potential for physical evidence associated with the early construction of the road to be
presenr within the original road easement. However, evidence of erosion along the embankments
along the disused secrion of road reserve suggests that it is likely to be limited, and somewhat
ephemeral. Historical background suggests that a Telford-,yp. road surface was never constructed on
'S7ay
crossing of the Upper
this section of the road, and that the road south of the Camden Valley
Canal was first surfaced with concrete in 1930-1931. Any physical evidence may be also impacted by
the construction of the S\7RL over the original road alignment.
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Figure 5.179 Compacted clay and gravel sudace,

Figure 5.180 View

exposed in unused a¡e¿
side the Canal.

development to the southeast of the ¡oad (left).

ofroad

reserve, on the east

BS

new

Sparse housing along the west side of the road, juxtaposed with the Upper Canal to the east, adds to
the rural character of the landscape. This character has begun to change, beginning with development
of the former Casa Paloma caravan park on the southeast side of the road (Figure 5.180). It will
undergo further substantial change following the development of the Leppington Town Centre to the
west and the consruction of the S\ù(/RL over the route of the Canal and the road. However, there is
potential to maintain a physical evidence of a short section of the original road route along the east
side of the Canal, within a natural landscape setting, which would assist in the interpretation of this

important early road to the general public.
Sum.møry Støtement of Significønce

in 1805-1806, as one of the eørliest roads in the south western
in the Liuerpool area. It was surueyed by pørdoned conuictJames

Cowltasture Roød was constructed
Sydnelt region

and the oldest road

Meehan, and formed the boundøry of seueral earþ land grønts, including Alexønder Riley's Røby
Esta.te. B! I 850, the section of road south of Bringelþ Roød was being used as an ahemate route for
the Greøt Soath Road, the møin road þr tffic between Liuerpool and Camd¿n and areøs further
south.

Cowpasture road is historicølþ associøted utith the ølignment ønd kndscape setting of the UPper
Nepeøn Scheme

-

Cowltasture Roød

Upper Canal: construction of the Canal

øt

the suhject of Hørdy

its junction

in

1886-1888 led to a re-alignment

with Bringelþ Road. In 1920, the road

of

øchieued iconic sta.tus, as

Wilson\ illustated booþ: The Cow Pasture Road.

The disused sectizn of Cowpdsture Road prouides rare euidence of the earþ roød cortidot ønd m4t
also retøin earþ pbysical fabric undisturbed by twentieth century road worþs. The natural kndscape
setting is euocatiue of the original rural setting of the road, and has an imPortant uisuøl relationship
with the route of the Upper Nepean Scheme Upper Canal. The original junction of Cowpasture

-

and Bringelþ Roads is mørþed by ø rou of three Buryta Pines, which øre prominent landmørþs

uithin

the local kndscape.

Cowpasture Road meets the following criteria for local heritage signiftcance: a), b), c), e), f), and g).
5.3.1

2

Bringelly Road

- Cultural

Landscape

Bringelly Road is a major two lane highway and a key route of access to and from the study area. It is
one rhe earliest roads in the Liverpool area, southwest of Sydney (see Section 3.3.1 above). It winds
up and over rhe crest of Carnes Hill at the eastern edge of the study area, before crossing the study area
in a straight, roughly east-\Mest line (Figure 5.1S1). Carnes Hill marks the junction with the original
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alignment of Cowpasture Road, and provides important views to Sydney and Parramatta to the
and the Blue Mountains to the west (Figure 5.182-Figure 5.183).

east,

Figure 5.181 Bringelly Road traverses much of the study area in a straight, roughly east-west line. View
from the base of Carnes HilI to the west.

d{*r''

Figure 5.182 View from Carnes
CBD to the east.

Hill to Sydney

Figure 5.183 View from Carnes
Mountains.

Hill to the Blue

Bringelly Road formed the boundary of several early land grants in the study area, including those of
Alexander Riley (Raby), Matthew Pear, Thomas Carne, Urban Fidkin, and Hannibal Macarthur
(Eastwood). From 1887 the road formed the southern boundary of the Hoxton Park Estate
subdivision, and its east-west alignment through the landscape likely formed the basis for the rigid grid
of streets which characterised the subdivision, and which continues to dominate subdivision patterns

in the Hoxton Park and Austral

areas.

Historic maps and aerial photographs indicate that the original alignment of Bringelly Road is roughly
with the alignment of this road today (Figure 5.184). The continuiry of use of this
transport corridor from the early years of the colony, and the profound influence it has had on

consistent

European patterns of land tenure and settlement, contribute to its technical significance.
t80
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Hor¡zonlal dêlumr GDA94/MGA Zone 56
Background images: TOP l\¡losaic of P¿rish Maps, cl850s, Parish Map Preservat¡on Projecl,
Parish of Cabramatla, Ref; 140705; P¿rish of Cook, Ref: 140697; Par¡sh ol M¡nto, Ref:140644
BOITOM Mosa¡c of Aerial photographs, 1955, Land and Property Management Author¡ty, 228-5'156 Run 26, 228-5147 Run 26, 228-5149 Run 26,
Liverpæl NSW

Figure 5.184 Historic maps and photographs indic¿te that the original alignment of Bringeþ Road is
roughly consistent w"ith the alignment of this road today.

fu with

Cowpasture Road, there is some potendal for physical evidence associated with the early
construction of this road to be present within the road easement. However, since the road was
unlikely ro have had more than a compacted clay surface prior to the twentieth century, this evidence
is likely to be limited, and somewhat ephemeral. Other evidence may include early culverts and
drains, preserved beneath the existing road surface.

Despite the regional importance of the road, it continues to have a distinct semi-rural character,
flanked by small farms and large residential properties, and lined in sections with native tree (Figure
5.185 and see Figure 4.1 above). This character is likely to change as the road is upgraded from two
to four lanes, in conjunction with development of the S\øGC
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Figure 5.185 View along Bringeþ Road to the west, from the corner of Edmondson Avenue.
Sannmary Støteruent of Significønce

It is historicalþ associated with pardoned conuict and
Deputy Suruqtor General James Meehan, who surueyed tlte route, and u.,ith the conuict løbourers
u.,ho consnucted it.
Bringelþ Road was constntcted in c.1815.

The roød has landmørþ ualue as a major earþ regional roød. It continues to be used as a rnajor
regional transport conidor, and the original alignment is consistent with the alignment of the road
today.

Bringelþ Road acts as ø phlsical marþer of eørþ land grant boundaries, including the northern
boundary of Alexander Rilelt's Rablt Estate. Frorn 1887, itformed the southern boundary of the
Hoxton Parþ Estate subdiuision, and its eatt-uest alignrnent through the landscape liÞeþ formed the
basis for the rigid grid of streets which characterised the subdiuision. This grid continaes to dominate
subdiuision patterns in the Hoxton Parþ and Ausnøl øreas today.
The original junction of Cowpasture and Bringelþ Roads is marþed by a row of three Bunya Pines,
which are prominent landmarþs uithin the local løndscape. There are øbo irnportant uiews to
S1dnry

CBDfom

the road at the crest of Carnes

Hill.

Bringelly Road meets the following criteria for local heritage signiffcance: a), b), c), and e)

5.4

ltems

5.4.1
In

with Historical Archaeological Potential

Former Blacksmith's Workshop, 240 Fifteenth Avenue, Austral

2004, the site of a former blacksmith's workshop was identified during the public consultation

phase of the Liverpool Heritage Study Review as having historic heritage interest. FORM architects
pry kd agreed that there was potential to gain more information from architectural, archaeological,

and documentary research of the site, and recommended that the property be listed on Liverpool LEP.
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The site of the former blacksmith's workshop is located at 240 Fifteenth Avenue, on the corner of
Twentyeighth Avenue. The current owner of the property has indicated that he removed a structure
from the corner epproximately 35 years ago, at the request of Council. At the time, the building was
extremely dilapidated and was considered to be a raffichazard as it blocked the line of sight for cars
turning out of Twentyeighth Avenue (pers. comm., 2 December 2010). The field in which the smithy
was located is currently used as pasture for cattle.

Bob Kirkpatrick, son of Joseph and grandson of James Kirkpatrick, recalls that a shed was erected on
the corner of Fifteenth and Twentyeighth Avenues by Charles Kirkpatrick in the l9l0s (pers. comm.
30 March 2010). The lot was purchased in 1915 by Charles Kirkpatricþ an employee with the
Metropolitan Board of 'S7ater Supply and Sewerage (LPMA CT Voll176 Fol199). The Kirkpatrick
family lived in the Hoxton Park area from 1882, when Charles' father James worked as a stonemason
on the construction of the Upper Nepean Scheme - Upper Canal (Kirkpatrick FamilyA¡chives 2010).
Following compledon of the canal, James became the first Maintenance Overseer, and lived with his

family in the weatherboard cottege at the 'Slest Hoxton Maintenance Depot, on Twentyeighth
Avenue opposite lot 433. Charles and his brother Joseph Kirkpatrick were also maintenance workers
on the Upper Canal, and lived at the cottage site. Lot 433 remained in the hands of the Kirkpatrick
family vnril 1964, when it was sold to Roy Gimellaro, market gardener (LPMA CT Voll176 Fol
r99).
The shed was in use as a smithy by at least 1926l. Bob Kirckpatrick liked to visit the workshop as a
boy, and remembers learning some 'bad language' there. The Sands' Directory lists H Porch as
blacksmith in Hoxton Park between 1922 and 1927, and \ø Silk as a Blacksmith in 1922 and 7923.
Hornby Porch owned a farm on Gurner Avenue in Austral from 1920 until the 1940s (LPMA CT
Vol 1131 Fol 130). However, Bob Kirkpatrick remembers Billy (\X/illiam) Chamberlin as the
blacksmith in the late 1920s and 1930s (pers. comm. 30 March 2011). Chamberlin'cut and shut'
wheels on drays and sulkies, and shod the draft horses carting timber to Liverpool along Fifteenth
Avenue (Hoxton Park Road), charging 6 shillings for four shoes. Billy Chamberlin left Austral to fight
in \ØMI, but never returned. The smithy was later run by Harry Porch. Following the war, Joseph
Kirkpatrick used the shed to store gress, collected during maintenance works on the Upper Canal,
until the roof blew off in a large storm (pers. comm. 30 March 2011).

A

1930 aerial photograph of the Austral area confirms that a small structure had been erected on the
site by this date (Figure 5.186). The site was close to an important local road crossing of the Upper
Canal, linking the north and west parts of the Hoxton Park Estate with Liverpool, and to the \Øest
Hoxton Cottage Site, the maintenance depot for Section 9 of the Upper Canal. The photograph
shows that the land was cleared for pasture by this time, but that the majority of the lot was separated
from the smithy by a small watercourse.
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Figure 5.186 Blacksmith's worlishop in f 930 (left) a¡rd 1955 (right), circled in red.
1955 aerial photograph shows that the structure was sdll present at this date. The current owner of
the properry ú 240 Fifteenth Avenue has indicated that he removed the structure from the corner of
the lot in the 1970s, at the request of Council. At the time, the building was extremely dilapidated
and \ilas considered to be a traffic hazard as it blocked the line of sight for cars turning out of
Twentyeighth Avenue (pers. comm., 2 December 2010).

A

The location of the smitþ is indicated by a series of timber posts and rails, standing to en
approximate height of 2m, which includes part of a door frame addressing Fifteenth Avenue (Figure
5.187). Attached to the posts is a pair of original wrought iron hinges, brackets and spikes (Figure
5.188-Figure 5.189). Immediately south of the posts are two large stone blocfts, one of which had
been the foundation for a water trough.
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Figure 5.187 Remains of former blacksmith's workshop.

/t

Figure 5.188 Iron gate

hinge.

Figure 5.189 Iron spike and ring.

There is some porential that archaeological relics and deposits associated with the blacksmith's
workshop are present in the site. The majority of the lot appears to have been maintained as pasture
since the 1930s, and the workshop site has not been developed since the building was demolished in
the 1970s. As such, any archaeological remains should be relatively intact.

Summøry Statement of Signifi.cance

þrmer bkcþsmith's worhshop is associated with the deuelopment of local industry in the Ausnøl and
Hoxton Parþ areø in the earþ twentieth centuly, W?orting timber carters and other þrms of borse-drawn
trantpzrtation between the local area ønd Liuerpool. h is also as¡ociated with the Upper Canøl
maintenance worþers' depot at tlte corner of Fifieenth ønd Twentyeighth Auenues. The potential
The
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arcltøeological resources associøted with the site baue the potential to prouide information not øuøiløble

otlrer sources concerning the daiþ life and worhing practices of a rural blacþsmith
twentieth century.

l\4 BS

fonl

in the eørþ- to rnid-

The former blacksmith's workshop on Fifteenth Avenue meets the following criteria for local heritage
significance: a) and e).

5.4.2 Weatherboard

House

at 305 Fifteenth Avenue, Austral

Lot

355 of the Hoxton Park Estate was purchased by'SØilliam Nickels, farmer of Hoxton Park, in
August 1892, alongwith lots 296 to 298 and 356. The land was subsequently transferred to Frederick
'William Frederick Killinger, tenner of Liverpool (1920),
Nickels, labourer of Hoxton Park (1913),
and Harold Lionel Bare, farmer of Hoxton Park ( 1 920). In 1945, the Killinger family, as mortagees
exercising the power of sale, sold the land to Kurt Bratel, poultry farmer of \7est Hoxton. In 1947,
Lot 355 was transferred to Marmaduke Randall Bateson Mount, poultry farmer of 'West Hoxton,
along with the neighbouring lots 353 and 354. The land was later transferred to John Livermore,
poultry farmer of Padstow (1951), Annabel Livermore, widow of \Øest Hoxton (1968), and Alice
'l7ebster
and James Edward Livermore (1974) (LPMA CT Vol 970 Fol lI4; 1070, Fol 192; Vol
307 3, Fol 62;

andVol 5780, F oI 54).

The single-storey weatherboa¡d house, now located ar. 305 Fifteenth Avenue, is one of the few
buildings apparent on the 1930 aerial photograph of the area. This photograph also shows that the
surrounding landscape was cleared for farming by this date (Figure 5.190). By 1955, a series of long,
Iinear farm buildings had been constructed behind the house, crossing Iots 354 and 355, likely
associated with the poultry farm of John Livermore. A possible hedge or fence has also been
established along the street in front of Lot 355.
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Figure 5.190 Aerial photographs of the land ú3O5 Fifteenth Avenue
The house is ci¡cled in red.
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in 1930 (left) a.rd f955 (right).
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The house stends on the north side of the street and is obscured from view behind a high, unkempt
hedge, with mature trees to each side (Figure 5.191-Figure 5.192). A much larger house has recently
been constructed to the northeast, on lot 354, and an orchard has been planted to the north and west.
The house is small, likely four rooms, with a steep-pitched corrugated iron roof, a bull-nosed verandah
along the front, an internal brick chimne¡ and a skillion roofed addition to the rear. There is a
central front door flanked by timber framed windows. The verandah has plain timber posts with
chamfered corners. The large size of the roofing sheets indicates that they may be original. AMBS did
not receive permission to enter the property. Inspection from the street indicates that the
weatherboard cladding may also be original; however, termite or similar damage is evident at the
south-east corner (Figure 5.193).

Figure 5.191 The we¿therboard house at 305 Fifteenth Avenue.

Deuil of the east elevation showing

Figure 5.192 Yiew to the house along Fifteenth

Figure 5.193

Avenue to the east.

termite damage.
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Although the house cennot be aligned with the buildings indicated on the 1906 Reconnaissance Map,
the Victorian vernacular architectural style indicates that it may have been built during the late
nineteenth or early rwentieth cenrury. As such, it is likely to be among the earliest houses within the
study area. The original curtilage of the cottage has been reduced to a small atea that is now defined
by plantings, with a high chain wire security fence along the front. According to a neighbour, brick
paving er rhe front of the house is not original, but was, laid in recent years. This paving is obscured
by building materials stacked on the verandah.

In2004, the site was identiûed during the public consultation phase of the Liverpool Heritage Study
Review as having historic heritage interest. FORM architects pty ltd agreed that there was potential to
gain more information from architectural, archaeological, and documentary reseatch of the site, and
recommended that the properry be listed on Liverpool LEP. The relatively early date and apparent
integrity of the house and remnant garden, albeit within a constrained curtilage, indicate the potential
for archaeological relics and deposits that could provide new information concerning early settlement
and land use practices associated with the development of the Hoxton Park Estate.
Summøry Statement of Signìficance
The weatherboard house at 305 Fifieenth Auenue is one of the earliest extønt hoases in the Austral
ørea, ønd øs such prouides euidence of the history of settlement of the Hoxton Parþ Estate, a
historic subdiuision west of Liuerpool. The associøted potential ørchaeological resources mø1
prouide infonnøtion not øuøilablefrorn other sources concerningthe daiþ liaes of the inhabitants
of the house during the løte nineteentlt and eørþ twentieth centuries.

The weatherboard house at 305 Fifteenth Avenue meets the following criteria for local heritage
significance: a), e) and g).

5.4.3 Weatherboard

House

at 15 Seventeenth Avenue, Austral

In August 1920, Rachel Lee purchased lot 213 in the Hoxton Park Estate from the Asset Realization
Company Limited (LPMA CT Vol 1101 Fol 115). Lee was the wife of JosephJames Lee, a tailor's
cutrer from Marrickville. Ownership of the land was subsequently ûansferred to Richard James Lee,
who worked as an electrical engineer in the \Øest Hoxton area (September 1934); Aleksander Valgma,
afauory worker from Hoxton (1949); and his widow, Arda Valgma Çune 1967).
The 1930 aerial of the property shows that it was covered in trees at this date; however, by 1955, some
ofthe trees had been cleared and several buildings had been constructed on the property, including the
present weatherboard house (Figure 5.194).
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Figure 5,194 Comparison of the 15 Seventeenth Avenue site in 1930 (left) a¡rd f 955 (right).

The house at 15 Seventeenth Avenue is a simple, timber-framed, weatherboard clad structure, with a
corrugated iron gable roof (Figure 5.195). It has skillion-roofed additions to the side and rear. A
brick chimney at the west end of the rear addition indicates that this section was likely used as rhe
kitchen. The house provides a rare example of a small-scale vernacular weatherboard house in the
Austral area.

Figure 5.l95The house at 15 Seventeenth Avenue.

AMBS did not receive permission to enter this properry; however, based on an inspection from the
street, the building is in poor condition and is likely abandoned. A brick house standing on rhe
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neighbouring property is likely the present residence. In Nov 2008, a building eree was cleared at the
front ofthe properry and Liverpool Council issued a construction certificate for a dual occupancy and
swimming pool.
As s e s stn

e

nt of S ign ifi c an c e

In the 2004 Liverpool Heritage Study Review, FORM architects pry ltd identified the house at

15

Seventeenrh Avenue as having local heritage significance, and recommended listing of the property on

Liverpool LEP.
The summary statement of significance for the house was:
There is potential to gain more information on the site fiom further architectural ørchaeological
documentary research.

The recommended management was:
Prior to any redeaelopment of the site of this build.ing or any

redeuelopment, aheration or addition to the
building a Statement of Heritage Impact (SHI) should be prepared. The SHI should includ¿ a detailed
history which will aid in the prouision of ø detailed significance assessment. The SHI shoald also prouide
aduice as to the leuel of change that ca.n occur withoat compromising the significance of the bailding.

Although a detailed studyof the house at 15 SeventeenthAvenue has not been undertaken, and the
house itself was not accessed, AMBS' review of land title information and early aerial photographs
indicates that the house is unlikely to date earlier than the mid-1930s. The description of the house
by FORM mentions that øttached to the western eleuation is øn exterior chimney stacþ constructed forn
iron sheets. The chimney is in fact of brick and appears to be consistent with a post-1940s sryle.
Although there has been little subsequent development of the property, and the rustic setting of the
building has some aesrhetic interest, the potential archaeological resources of the site are unlikely to
provide new information which cannot be obtained from other sources. On current evidence,
property does not satis$r the criteria for local heritage listing.

5.4.4 Weatherboard

House

at

11 Gurner Avenue, Austral

In March 1900, lots 2 and 3 of PIan 3403 (Ickleton Estate) were purchased by George Robert
Mansell, a Lieutenant in Her Majesry's Navy (LPMA CT Vol 1230 Fol 237). The land was
'Sl'rightson of
subsequently sold to Villiam Carter of Sydney, farmer (|anuary 1903); Villiam
Randwich journalist (February 1904); and Henry Villiam Ernest Steadman of Drummoyne,
conrracror(July1908)(LPMACTVoI 131lFol 130). HenrySteadmanalsoownedlots5,6andT,
which he had purchased in 1900, and he may have been looking to expand upon his original property
(LPMA CT Vol 1339 FoI 37).

In Septembe¡ 1914, Steadman sold lots 2 and3 to JohnJames Palmer of Villoughby, box maker.
'\Tilliam
Martindale of Liverpool, poultry farmer (February
The property was subsequently sold to
1916); and Hornby Porch of Liverpool, also a poultry farmer (December l92O). The properry
remained in the hands of the Porch family for the following th¡ee decades, and it is likely that the
house at 11 Gurner Avenue was built during this time (LPMA CT Vol 1311 Fol 130). This
suggesrion is supported by the 1930 aerial photograph of the properry, which shows a small building
in this location (Figure 5.196).
In August 1945, lots I , 2 and 3 were transferred to Porch's three sons, who each held a one third share
in the property: Hornby (Harry), John Hornb/, and W'illiam Cha¡les Frederick Porch (LPMA CT
Vol 1311 Fol 130, YoI5517 FoIs 154-156). In October 1948, the Porch sons sold the property to the
Stellins family, who subsequently broke up the land, selling lot 2 to farmers John and Mary
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Therbridge (August 1949;LPMA CTVoI 5517 Fols 154-156, Vol 6028 Fol 181). The 1955 aerial
photograph of the properry shows that a second house had been constructed on lot 2 6y this date ( I 5
Gurner Avenue).

The extant properry comprises two separate dwellings on the north side of the street; a modern brick
dwelling, with an adjacent weatherboard house, to its west. The weatherboard house is now
surrounded by a large yard, but was previously surrounded by market gardens (Sam Mollusco, pers.
comm., 7 February 2011).
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Figure 5.196Aerial photographs ofthe house at
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GurnerAvenue, l93O and.1955.

The weatherboard house has a medium pitched cormgated metal roof with gable ends, an architectural
sryle consistent with a I920s date. The front is asymmetrical, with a half verandah and front facing
gable; however, there is evidence of several phases of construction and it is not currently clear which
section is the earlier part of the building. A brick chimney forms part of the rear section of the house.

The weatherboard house is a composite of two cottages: a not unusual form of extending the available
Iiving area as families grew (Figure 5.197-Figure 5.198). Often, additional rooms would be added to
the original cottage as required, a process which could see kitchens being shifted further to the rear
with a series of chimneys identifring original positions (Moore et al I993:9I, I02). The connection
between the two cottages is clearly defined by the join in the weatherboards. That there is one
chimney only, indicates that the extension may have been roughly contemporary with the original
cottage. Alternatively, the kitchen was external and was subsequently enclosed in the extension.
Although not in good condition, the exterior of each cottage retains original features, including
corrugated steel ¡oof, verandah posts and framed casement windows. The interior of the four room
Iayout of the front section retains many original fixtures and fittings, and a more modern bathroom.
The rear of the house has been modified for use as a storage area for avariety of vehicles and stands on
a concrete slab; however, some original architectural features are extant (Figure 5.199).
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The weatherboard house has been disconnected from all utilities, es a condition of the construction of
the brick house on the same lot (Sam Mollusco, pers. comm. 3 February 2011).

Figure 5.197 Watherboa¡d house at

l1

Figure 5.198 View from the southeast.

Gumer Avenue, view from the southwest.

Figure 5.199 Interior of the rear building now
used for storing vehicles. Note original archit¡aves
around doots and windows.

As s e s sment of

S ígnifi

canc e

-ùØhether

the two sections of the house were constructed at the same time, or the second section was
brought ro the site at a later date is unknown; however, the architectural style of both is consistent
with the Federation period of the first decades of the twentieth century. It is therefore possible that
there are archaeological resources associated with the house at 11 Gurner Avenue, including
underfloor deposits and rubbish pits adjacent to the house. Any archaeological resources that may be
presenr in the site could have the potential to make a contribution to an understanding of the people
who lived and worked on this site, and as such would have local significance. However, the evidence
indicates that the site has been disturbed by landscaping and the potential for information that could
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make a subsranrive addition to an understanding of the settlement patterns of the local area may be
limited. fu such, the property does not satis$r the criteria for local heritage listing.

In addition, it should be noted that the current owner has indicated that he would not support
heritage listing of the property as an archaeological site. AMBS took this into consideration as part of
the assessment of the site.

5.4.5

Former Bare Cottage, 265 Fifteenth Avenue,, Austral

Bare Cottage was formerly listed on Liverpool LEP as a place of local heritage signifìcance. In 1992,
the house was described as a mid-nineteenth century Victorian worker's sryle single storey cottage in
dilapidated condition. Located on the north side of Fifteenth Avenue, on Lot 351 of the Hoxton Park
Estate, it was a rare example of an early brick building in the local area. In April 2003, applicetion was
made to Liverpool Council to demolish the cottage. In September 2003, the house was partially
destroyed by ftre, and in December of the same year the Council granted the application to demolish
the structure, with conditions speci$'ing a photographic recording of the cottage and archaeological
investigations of the site. The house was still standing in 2004, when FORM architects pty ltd
completed a review of the Liverpool Heritage Study (Figure 5.200). FORM architects recommended
deJisting Bare Cottage from the LEP, following demolition; however, the site should remain on the
LEP until a detail assessment of the landscape had been undertaken. In addition, if Lot 351 were to
be redeveloped or subdivided, a detailed archaeological survey and assessment of all land contained
within the lot should be undertaken (FORM architects pry ltd 2004: Inventory 1970223). The
cortage has since been demolished and delisted from Liverpool LEP. However, AMBS has been
unable to veri$r whether the recommended archaeological âssessment of the lot has been prepared. A
childcare centre is currently being constructed on the site (Figure 5.201-Figure 5.202).

Figure 5.2OOBare Cottage, 2004. (Source: Live¡pool Heritage Inventory R.efr,1970223)
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Figure 5.20f Sign advertising new child care
at 265 FifteenthAvenue.

l

oentÍe Figure 5.2O2 Chldrdcare

N@

centre under construction.
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6 Constraints and Opportunities
6.1 General
Heritage places contribute to the character of a communiry by providing tangible evidence of its local
history and identity. They can tell us stories about how the landscape and environment came to be
the way it is today. At times of change, they help to preserve a connection to the past for current
residents, and can provide a point of reference for interpreting the past to future generations. The
proposed development of the NS'!?' Government's S\øGC land release area of the Austral and
Leppington North Precincts represents a significant time of change.

The Australia ICOMOS Burra Charter has established conservation principles and processes for the
management of heritage places. Conservation means all the processes of looking after a place so as to
retain its cultural significance (Article 1.4). Conservation may, according to circumstance, include the

ofi

retaining

or

reintroducing

a

significant use; retaining historical associations and
meanings; maintaining, preserving, restoring, reconstructing, adapting and/or interpreting physical
fabric; and will commonly include a combination of more than one of these (Article l4). k generally
processes

requires a cautious approach to change (Article 15).

The Burra Cha¡ter Process also recognises that the development of heritage conservation policies
should include consideration ofother factors affecting the future ofheritage places, such as:

o
.
¡
o

the broader strategic planning framework for the S'\ü?'GC,
owners'requirements,
available resources, and

the physical condition of the places and their associated elements.

Constraints and opportunities that ¡elate to the conservation and menegement of heritage places
eree aÍe outlined here and summarised in Figure 6.1-Figure 6.4 Key issues are

within the study
discussed

in more detail below.

Constrøints
a

The general planning framework for the S\ØGC recognises an obligation to protect and enhance
land with cultural heritage value, as part of the broader environment. This includes an obligation

to conserve the heritage significance of heritage items and places in accordance with best practice
guidelines, including associated fabric, settings and views. It also includes an obligation to
appropriately manage archaeological relics.

Opportunítíes
a

Heritage listing of the 72 potential local heritage items and one heritage conservation area within
the study area, would create an opportuniry to conserve and interpret key aspects ofthe history of
the area for present and future generations (Figure 6.1).

a

The maintenance of key elements of the historic subdivision patterns, road alignments, street
names and other toponyms, would respect the historic development of the area. The naming of
new streets, parfts, and other communiry places would also provide an opportunity to interpret
various aspects of the history of the area for present and future generations.

a

Interpretation of the cultural significance of listed and potential heritage items and places, by
of signage, walking paths, and other forms of media, may enhance public understanding

means

and appreciation of local heritage.
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Maintaining and strengthening the rural characte¡ of historic road alignments of Bringelly,
Cowpasture and Eastwood Roads, and Fifteenth and Edmondson Avenues by, for example,
creâring wide vegetation corridors adjacent to these roads and preserving extant plantings of large
trees, would respect the regional historic significance of the roads, and provide points of aesthetic

interest in the newly developed Precincts.

o

Maintaining and strengthening key historic vistas at Jugdes Hill, Carnes Hill, and along the
Upper Canal, would respect the historic and aesthetic significance of these places, and provide
aesthetic points of interest in the newly developed Precincts (Figure 6.4).

6.2

Upper Nepean Scheme

-

Upper Canal

The SHR listed Upper Nepean Scheme - Upper Canal is the most significant element of European
built heritage within the study area. As such, the Canal and its associated elements should be

in accordance with heritage best-practice guidelines as oudined in the Burra
Charter and the NSV Heritage Manual within the proposed development of the Austral and
Leppington North Precincts.
conserved and managed

Constraìnts

The Upper Canal forms the eastern boundary of a large part of the study area and a short section of
the Canal passes through the study area, between Bringelly Road and Camden Valley rWay. The
ongoing operation of the Upper Canal in its nineteenth centuly form, using graviqr to transport water
long distances through an open channel, is a major element of its technical significance. This is
supplemented by historic drainage systems, incorporating back or coping drains, flumes and culverts.
The rural setting of the Canal also contributes to its aesthetic significance,

as a

picturesque element

of

the broader landscape.
Some housing has already been established in the vicinity of the Canal corridor, as part of the mid-to
late-twentieth century development of land in Austral. The const¡uction of new roads, cycleways, and
pedestrian footpaths, and the intensification of suburban housing and communiry facilities in close
proximity to the heritage curtilage of the Canal, including the const¡uction and management of
srormwarer and sewerage systems, will inevitably place pressure on SCA's ability to manage and
control water purity, such that SCA may need to construct additional flumes, culverts or other
drainage structures, to supplement heritage elements currently used to control drainage. SCA has
recommended that there should be no stormwater runoff above the current volume and below the
current quality entering the Canal corridor during the construction phase or post development in the
Austral and Leppington Precincts. Adequate storm\Mater controls should prevent some potential
impacts on rhe technical significance of the Canal. An increase in the local population will also lead to
an increase in public activity adjacent to the Canal, which may in turn have direct and indirect
impacts on the physical fabric of the Canal and its associated elements. There is potential for an
increase in damage to significant elements such as maintenance road gates, for example as a result of
traffic accidenrs, pranks, theft and vandalism. It should be anticipated that these impacts will be
gradual and cumulative, and will thus require long-term solutions. Potential long-term impacts and
viable solutions should be addressed in consultation with SCA and NS'ST Heritage Council, and
should be consistent with the recommendations of the CMP for the Canal.

The Canal overbridges present a more immediate constraint, insofar as augmented traffìc and
'W'estern
pedestrian corridors will be required between the Precincts and recreational centres in the
Sydney Parklands. There is currently one riveted iron trough overbridge within the study area, and
two immediately adjacent to the study area. Dated c.1904-1909, these overbridges have been assessed
as having exceptionel signiffcance (Figure 6.2). In addition, there are six reinforced concrete beam
bridges immediately adjacent to the study area, dated c.l9l7-1918, assessed as having considerable
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significance, and two mid-twentieth century concrete and steel beam bridges at Bringelly Road and
'S7ay,
Camden Valley
which are assessed as having little or no significance. Heritage constraints
essociated

.

with

these crossings are:

Required augmentation of Canal crossings should be limited to extânt reinforced concrete
beam bridges, and in particular to existing east-west through roads: Camden Valley \Øay,
Bringelly Road, and Fifteenth Avenue;

. All bridges of exceptional

significance should be conserved
accordance with the recommendations of the CMP;

in their current condition, in

o

Designs and materials of the new bridge additions should be sympathetic to the original
bridges. Augmentation of bridges having considerable significance should be restricted to
one side only, particularly where there is evidence of other recent modification, while
preserving evidence ofthe historic form and construction techniques on the other side;

o

Augmentation of existing bridges and feeder roads should aim to limit or avoid changes to
existing patterns ofsurface drainage; and

o

Modifications proposed for bridges of exceptional or considerable significance should only
be undertaken in consultation with the SCA and the Heritage Branch.

The broader landscape setting of the Upper Canal is an important consideration in the precinct
planning process. The immediate setting of the Canal, and associated elements, is protected by its
heritage curtilage, which is roughly defined by the securiry fencing. However, the historic and
aesthetic significance of the Canal cannot be separated from the broader rural landscape, which will be
substantially altered by the proposed development. The creation of the \Øestern Sydney Parklands on
the eastern side of the Canal goes some way towards addressing this issue. However, managing key
views along the Canal, particularly from public crossing points, and maintenance ereâs of public open
space adjacent to the Canal would contribute to the integration of the historic setting of the Canal
into its new u¡ban setting. Similarly, the historic relationship between the alignment of the Canal and
that of Cowpasture Road, should be interpreted through the retention of key landscape elements such
as cultural plantings at the former Section 8 cottage site, at the

junction of the Canal, Bringelly, and

Cowpasture Roads, and the row of three mature Bunya Pines on the south side of Bringelly Road.

The key constraints arising from the heritage significance of the Upper Canal

are:

. An

o

obligation to maintain the form, fabric, and operational utiliry of the Canal and
built heritage elements in their original location;
An obligation to preserve technological evidence of nineteenth century hydraulic
engineering and Canal building techniques, as illustrated by the Upper Canal, and
progressive improvements in the construction of culverts, flumes and overbridges etc;
An obligation to conserve some picturesque elements of the Canal, including its serpentine

.

An obligation to conserve evidence of the historic relationship between the alignment of the

associated

.

route, evidence ofits original rural setting, and associated cultural plantings;

Upper Canal and Cowpasture Road;

o

Costs related to the ongoing maintenance and conservâtion of the Canal, as en historic
operational element of Sydney's water supply infrastructure, in a more developed urban
environment. This includes costs associated with
o routine and preventative maintenance of the Canal and associated built heritage
elements, and

o

construction and maintenance of appropriate surface drainage of land adjacent to
the Canal; and

. A¡ obligatíon to provide arrangements

for appropriate access to and security for the Canal
and its historic heritage curtilâge, including strategies to preserve the qualiry of the water
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and to prevent inadvertent damage and intentional vandalism to the physical fabric of the
Canal.

Other constraints include:

o

Statutory requirements for the conservation and maintenance of the Upper Canal as a State
heritage item, as outlined in Section 2.3 above, including the protection of archaeological
relics associated with the Canal;

o

Potential for archaeological relics associated with the construction and maintenance of the
Upper Canal to be exposed during modifications to roads or bridges within its SHR
curtilage; and

.

SCA requirements for the ongoing operation of the Canal. This may include future
decommissioning of the Canal as an operational element of the water supply system.

Opportanities
The picturesque qualities of the Upper Canal provide opportunities to integrate this historic item of
water infrastructure into the social and cultural life of the community. The provision of parla,
walking andior cycling trails, and other ereas of public open space adjacent to the Canal could
contribute to the open landscape setting. They could also be designed to improve securiry for the
Canal, through increased passive surveillance by members of the general public.
The row of three Bunya Pines along Bringelly Road are aesthetically associated with the Canal, and are
prominent visual landmarks within the broader landscape. The preservation of these and other
cultural plantings associated with the Canal provides an opportunity to maintain established plantings
within the study area, and signal the historic signiffcance of both the Canal and Bringelly Road.

Interpretation of the Canal though explanatory signage,

in conjunction with the preservation of

historic fabric, could inform the local community about the heritage significance of the Canal, and
foster an appreciation of its history and ongoing value to the community. Interpretation could explore
â range of themes associated with the Canal, including the history of Sydney's water supply and related
engineering achievements.

A summary of key opportunities arising from the heritage significance of the Upper Canal are:
o Conservation of the Upper Canal as an operational element of Sydney's water supply
infrastructure;

o

Preseryation of significant historic fabric of the Upper Canal and associated built heritage
elements in close proximity to the Austral and Leppington North Precincts;

o

Conseryation of picturesque elements of the Canal, including its serpentine route, evidence

of its original rural setting, and associated cultural plantings, through the provision of
parks, walking andlor cycling trails, and other areas of public open space adjacent to the
Canal;

o
o

Interpretation of the heritage significance of the Upper Canal and its heritage curdlage to
the general public, to foster an appreciation of its history and ongoing value to the
communrty;
Improved securiry for the Upper Canal, through increased passive surveillance by members
ofthe general public.
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Local Heritage ltems and Potential Heritage ltems

Constrøints
Future development of the Austral and Leppington North Precincts should be undertaken in such a
wey as to minimise impacts on local heritage items and potential heritage items (Figure 6. 1). This
includes the ongoing maintenance and protection of the physical fabric of the item, an appropriate
landscape setting, an appropriate use, and key views associated with the item.

There are four local heritage items within the study area. These places are currently subject to
statutory protection that will constrain development of the Precincts:

o
o
o
o

Kemps Creek forest, Gurner Avenue (off), Kemps Creek
Row of Bunya Pines, 145 Bringelly Road, Leppington

Brown Memorial and water trough, 145 Bringelly Road, Leppington
Dwelling and rural Iot, 1720 Camden Valley \Øay, Leppington

AMBS has identified an additio nal 12 potential local heritage items and one heritage conservation
area, which, if listed in an amendment to either the SEPP Growth Centres 2006, Liverpool LEP or
Camden LEP, would also constrain development of the Precincts. These include a range of built and
landscape heritage items, and areas of archaeological sensitivity, although all are associated with the
development of Austral and Leppington as distinct, semi-rural communities in the early to midtwentieth century period:
. Leppington Public School, I42-I48 Rickard Road, Leppington

o Austral Town Centre Conservation Area
. H J Starr Progress Hall, 264Edmondson Avenue, Austral
¡ Ian's Hardware and House, 256 Edmondson Avenue, Austral
o Brick House and Garden, 275 Edmondson Avenue, Austral
o House and Garden, 170 Edmondson Avenue (125 Eighth Avenue), Austral
¡ Cement Rendered House 40 Browns Road (60 Fifth Avenue), Austral
. \øV Scott Memorial and Park, Austral
o Hellenic Monument, Lot 10 DP 771080, Austral
o Blacksmith's \Øorkshop (Former) - Archaeological Site, 240 Fifteenth Avenue,
o '$l'eatherboard House - Archaeological Site, 305 Fifteenth Avenue, Austral
o Cowpasture Road - Cultural Landscape, Leppington
o Bringelly Road - Cultural Landscape, Austral and Leppington

Austral

The potential built heritage items listed above are generally modest in scale, and are historically
associated with an open, agricultural landscape setting. Future development in the vicinity of each
heritage item and conservation area should have an appropriate scale and mass, which respects the
aesrheric significance (if any) and landscape setting of the item. Adjacent development should not
dominate or overwhelm the item. Development adjacent to the Cement Rendered House at 40
Browns Road, Austral and Leppington Public School, 142-148 Rickard Road, Leppington, in
particular, should consider these principles.
Development in the vicinity of war memorials at 145 Bringelly Road and at the'!7 V Scott Memorial
Park, and in the viciniry of Forest Home at 1720-1726 Camden Valley \Øay, should respect the social
value of these places to the local communiry. The original locations of the war memorials were chosen
by the community, and the memorials act in lieu of graves for the deceased servicemen. Relocation of
commemorative parks and plaques should only be considered as a last resort, and in consultation with

family and other stakeholders.
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Opportanities

The conservation of a renge of built and landscape heritage items of the mid-twentieth century
demonsrrares respect for this period of development in the local area, and could be used to foster an
appreciation of local histo¡y to the community. Built and landscape heritage items may provide an
aesrhetic point of interest in the newly developed Precincts, contributing in a tangible \May to a local
sense

of place and communiry identity.

The appreciation of individual places can be enhanced through an interpretation strategy, exploring a
range of themes associated with the area, including the history of agriculture and market gardening in
rhe area, education, memorialisation, early commercial âctivity, the role of migrant farmers, and
communiry organisations such as the Austral and Leppington Progress Associations.

The proposed Austral Town Centre Conservation A¡ea presents an opportuniry to maintain and
strengrhen the historic character of the Town Centre, by conserving a cohesive grouping of modest,
mid-rwentieth century buildings, including three fibro houses, all associated with development of a
strip of land in the c. 1940s on the west side of Edmondson Avenue by Emma and H G Starr, Austral
Posrmasrer. Listing as a Conservation Area would entail less onerous regulatory control of these
properries, focusing on the protection of the sÍeet-facing facades and overall character of the
srreerscape. The Austral Town Centre Conservation A¡ea would be an appropriate location for
interpretation of the historical development of the local

6.3.1

area.

Archaeological Sensitivity

The archaeological resources of any site are finite and have the potential to provide insights into
everyday life that are not available from any other resource. As such, potential archaeological sites may
have high scientific or research value. Statutory protection for archaeological relics is provided by the
Heritage Act, as described in Section 2.3 above.
Three main sites have been identified through background research as having potendal archaeological
sensitivity:

r
¡
o

Foresr Flome, 1720-1726 Camden Valley'!Øay, Leppington

Blacksmith's \Øorlahop (Former)
\Øeatherboard House

-

-

fuchaeological Site, 240 Fifteenth Avenue, Austral

Archaeological Site, 305 Fifteenth Avenue, Austral

These sites are associated with the early- to mid-twentieth century history of the study area, and may
provide evidence of an industrial or domestic nature.

In addition, the SHR curtilage of the Upper Canal has identified archaeological sensitivity which must
be managed in accordance with the requirements of Section 60 of the Heritage Act. Should
excavarion adjacent to the Upper Canal be required for widening or modifications to road or
pedestrian bridges, the archaeological sensitivities should be managed appropriately.

AMBS has not been able to identify with any certainry archaeological sites associated with early
nineteenth century land grants, or associated tenant farmers. However, there is some potential for
early road surfaces, culverts and drains associated with early nineteenth century roads to survive
beneath hard road surfaces, where these follow historic road alignments. This is particularly relevant
to the historic alignments of Cowpasture and Bringelly Roads.

6.4

Historic Subdivision Patterns and Road Alignments

As noted in Section 3.4.I above, the majority of the study aree \Mas subdivided for smaller farm sites in
the 1880s-1890s by speculative investors. These subdivisions overlaid an earlier pattern of colonial
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land grants, bordering the Cowpasture and Bringelly Roads. The boundaries of some of these land
grants are still evident in the landscepe today, primarily in the form of road alignments, but also in the
collective form of property boundaries, and in vegetation areâs historically reserved from development.

Although many of the late nineteenth century subdivisions were initially unsuccessful, the pattern of
the original subdivision plans is evident in the landscape today, including the rigid street grid and the
three acre blocks established by Phillips & Company for the Hoxton Park Estate, north of Bringelly
Road. These small blocks eventually formed the basis of a thriving culture of market gardening and
poultry farming, commonly associated with European migrants of the mid twentieth century.
Opportanitìes
Precinct planning within the study area presents an opportunity to interpret the historic subdivision
petterns and road alignments associated with the early European history of the area (Figure 6.3).

Maintaining and strengthening the rural character of historic road alignments by creating wide
vegetation corridors adjacent to the roads and preserving extent plantings of large trees, would be a
means of respecting the regional historic significance of the roads, and provide aesthetic points of
interest in the newly developed Precincts. Historic road alignments and names should be preserved
wherever possible.
es part of the Indicative Layout Plan (ILP) are generally
aligned with key historic land grant boundaries, which would reflect this element of the history of the
area. The naming of new roads may be used to interpret these elements of the landscape. Discrete
variations in urban densiry and built form could also be used to interpret the pattern of land grants in
the area.

New roads or vegetation corridors proposed

The following roads have been identified

o
o
o
¡
o

as key features

of the historic landscape:

Cowpasture Road,

Bringelly Road,
Eastwood Road,
Edmondson Avenue, and
Fifteenth Avenue.

The following colonial estate boundaries have been identified

o
o

as key features

of the landscape:

John Gurner's lcþleton land grant,
Urban Fidkin's land grant, and an historic track associated with the eastern boundary of the
estate,

o
o
o
o

6.5

of Barron Field's Hinchinbrooþ land grant, and an historic track
with this alignment,

Southern boundary
associated
'S(/'estern

boundaries of John Jamieson's Cow-de-Knøues land grant,

Northern, eastern, and western boundaries of Alexander Riley's Raby land grant, and
Northern and eastern boundaries of Hannibal Macarthur's Eastwoodland grant.

Historic Views

Opportunities
The physical analysis has identified a number of key high-points in the study area, where long natural
views have been maintained and/or enhanced through cultural modification of landscape (Figure 6.4).
These include:

o

View from Judges Hill toward the west, and
20r
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View from Carnes Hill, along Bringelly Road toward Sydney CBD in the east and the Blue
Mountains in the west.

The view from Judges Hill is primarily associated with the positioning and orientation of the Hellenic
Monument on Lot 10 DP 771080 by the Federation of Hellenic fusociations. However, the
toponym Judges Hill aJso preserves an earlier association with the original land grant to Barron Field,
an early Supreme Court Judge in the Colony.

The view from Carnes Hill is primarily associated with the junction of the historic Cowpasture and
Bringelly Roads, early key transport and communication routes in the Colony. The toponym Carnes
also preserves an association with Thomas Carne, an early resident of the land and Coroner of the
Town of Liverpool.

Hill

Precinct planning within the study area presents an opportunity to preserve these views as historic and
eesrheric points of interest in the area. Historic toponyms should be preserved, as evidence of past
occupants and land use.

6.6 lnterpretation Strategy
Interpretation is a means of presenting the story of a place in a way that will engage the community in
its continuing care and protection, and by doing so conserve the significance of the place. It conveys
an understanding of the history and cultural significance of the place though a range of acdons,
including the retention and maintenance of historic fabric, documentation of changes to the site,
explanatory signage, and other forms of multi-media or heritage-themed activities. It can also be a
source of enjoyment for local residents and visitors to the erea.

Opportunities

Meaningful interpretation can be incorporated into the Planning Process for the Precincts.
Opportunities to interpret the built and landscape heritage of the area include:
o Photographic recording of historic heritage items, places, and the broader rural landscape,
to conserve evidence of the present environment for future generâtions. Photographic
recording would contribute valuable information about environmental changes during
development of the Austral and Leppington Precincts, and images could be considered for
inclusion in the future interpretation displays.

o

Placing interpretive signage containing appropriate text, historic images, and plans (where
available) at various locations throughout the study area, to help residents and visitors
understand the history and significance of key heritage items, places, and archaeological
sites. Interpretive signage can also be used to reinforce historic linkages between widely
dispersed heritage items, by addressing common historical themes and using a common
design approach. Locations could include:
o Pedestrian overbridges associated with the Upper Canal, so that people crossing
from the Precincts to the'Søestern Sydney Parklands can understand and appreciate
the form and function of the Canal, and its historical setting in a rural landscape;

o

Sites

o

understanding of the role of maintenance workers in maintaining a clean and safe
water supply, and to foster appreciation of the remnant plantings in these areas;
Austral Town Centre, to describe the historical development of the town and the

o

role of the Austral Progress Association in the community;
High points at Judges Hill, Carnes Hill, and Leppington Public School, to explain

of former Upper

Canal maintenence workers' cottages, to provide an

the history of the development of the land

in the context of the historic

themes
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outlined in this reporr, including historic patterns of subdivision and agricultural

o
o

development;
Junction of Cowpasture and Bringelly Roads, to explain the importance of the
early road neflvork to the history and development of the area; and
Junction of the original alignment of Cowpasture Road and the later re-alignment
of the road neer ro the Upper Canal, to explain the historical relationship between
the road and the Canal, and to describe long term changes in the local landscape.

Commissioning quality public art for key public spaces in the Precincts, which interpret
various themes or periods of history of the area. Public art is a less traditional means of
interpreting history which can express alternative points ofview and attract new audiences
to an appreciation of local heritage. It can also provoke different emotional or spiritual
responses to heritage places or associations in the community.
a

Establishing heritage walking or bicycling trails, to encourage local people and visitors to
the Precincts to make a connection with the history of the local area. \Øalking trails can be
used in conjunction with signage, printed brochures, and other media such as podcasts to
communicare the history of the a¡ea and create linkages between disparate elements and
places. Key opportunities for heritage walking trails are:
o Route along the Upper Canal; and
o Route along Edmondson Avenue, through Austral Town Centre.

o

Creating and maintaining an open landscape buffer along the route of the Upper Canal, to
reinforce its historical setting in a rural landscape, whilst maintaining passive surveillance
and security for the Canal.

a

a

Creating or maintaining landscaped buffers along key historical roads, to reinforce the
histo¡ic character of these roads within the landscape.
Creating and/or maintaining roads or landscaped areas along the boundaries of early
colonial land grants, to maintain physical evidence of the history of these grants within the
landscape ofthe study area.

a

Maintaining historic names of streets, public parks, and natural features within the
landscape, including:

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Cowpasture Road,

Bringelly Road,
Eastwood Road,
Browns Road and Avenue,
Edmondson Avenue,
Gurner Avenue,

Kelly Street,
fuckard Road,
Judges Hill,
Carnes Hill,

Craik Park,

'!?'V Scott Memorial Park, and
Starr Park.

Naming new streets, public parks, and other community places in accordance with the
historic themes identified in this report, including themes associated with more recent
migrant history of the area. Various stakeholders, including local residents and regional
historical societies, could be given an opportunity to suggest themes or individual names for
incorporation into the ILP. Figure 7.4 suggests appropriate names for new local roads

which will follow historic land grant boundaries.
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Constrøints
The interpretâtion srrategy for the Precincts should have a cohesive character, which reinforces historic
linkages between the widely dispersed heritage items and places within the Precincts. Since heritage
irems are owned and maintained by various public and private authorities, consideration should be
given to ways of designing and implementing a standardised aesthetic for interpretive signage,
including funding for the creation and maintenance of signs and other forms of interpretive media.
Interpretation strategies should incorporate site-specific elements, and should not in any way reduce or
detract from the cultural significance of existing or potential heritage items, places and archaeological
sites.

6.6.1

Historic Themes

The Commonwealth and State government authorities have developed a series of historic themes that
enable the compararive assessment of heritage values, and provide a structure for the future
interpretation of the Precincts. The following historic themes have been identified in this report as
illustrating significant aspects ofthe study area:
Australian Themes
Peopling Australia

Developing local, regional
and national economies

Local fhemes

NSW Themes

Ethnic

and

influences

Migration

Development of rural economies, including market
gardens and poultry farms

Rural landscape, market gardens, pig

Agriculture

farms,

poultry farms

Commerce

General store, hardware store

Communication

Post office, telegraph, historic tracks and roads

Environment

cultural

landscape

Kemps Creek Nature Reserve, agriculture, tree
clearing, row of Bunya pines, serpentine route of
the Upper Canal, route of the Old Cowpasture
Road and Bringelly Road, mid-twentieth century
gardens

lndustry

Blacksmith

Pastoral ism

Early land grants, water trough

Technology

Upper Canal - elements associated with safe water
supply and drainage

Cowpasture Road, Bringelly Road, Fifteenth

Transport

Building settlements, towns
and cities

Towns,
villages

Avenue, Canal overbridges

suburbs

Land tenure

and

Subdivision patterns, Austral Town Centre, areas

of

archaeological sensitivity

Bringelly Road, Cowpasture Road, evidence of
early land grants, subdivision patterns, areas of
archaeological sensitivity

Utilities
Accommodation

Developing Australia's
cultural life

Marking the phases of life

Upper Nepean Scheme

- Upper

Canal

Twentieth century vernacular architecture, fibro
house, house as archaeological site

Education

Austral Public School, Leppington Public School

Domestic life

Working-class housing, mid-twentieth century
houses and gardens, areas of archaeological
sensitivity

Social institutions

Austral Progress Association, H J Starr Progress
Hall, Federation of Hellenic Societies monument

Sport and Leisure

W V Scott Memorial Park

Birth and death

War memorials
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NSW Themes
Persons

6.6.2

NEs--)

l
Local Themes

Commemorative place names, war memorials

Storylines

People's stories and memories provide information about lived experience of the land, and how

it

has

changed over time. Oral histories, videos and soundscapes could supplement historical documents
and photographs as an expression oflived experience.

An oral history campaign initiated by Therese Sweeney, Managing Director of Memory Bank Cultural
Media Inc, provides an example of ways in which the more recent history of the Austral and
Leppington North Precincts can be preserved and interpreted for future generations. The Memory
Bank project has focused on migrant farming history of the area, recording the stories of people who
are often ignored or marginalised in more traditional forms of history. The project is using a variety of
contemporary methods of disseminating this information, including an online repository of film and
photographs, and publications through radio, television, and print media (Therese Sweeney, pers.
comm., 22 February 20II; htrp:l lwww.memorybank.org.au).
Some local stories may be preserved in the archives of Liverpool Council, Liverpool Library, and
Liverpool Regional Museum, as well as private collections held by local residents.
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7 Discussion of ILP and Recommendations
7.1 Preamble
This section includes a brief discussion of the Indicative Layout Plan (ILP) for the Austral and
Leppington North Precincts in the context of the preceding analysis of heritage constraints and
opportunities. Recommendations are provided to guide the management of historic heritage issues
during the development of the Precincts. The ILP is attached in Figure 7.1.
There are four local heritage items and one State heritage item within the study area. In addition, this
study has identified a further 12 potential local heritage items and one heritage conseryation area
within the study area. These items and places should be conserved for present and future generations.
Conservation should recognise the historic, aesthetic, scientificitechnical and social or spiritual values
of these items or places. The values identified for each item are summarised in Section 5 above and in
the Appendices to this report.

AMBS' preliminary recommendations regarding the future conservation of historic heritage items and
potential heritage items have largely been addressed during the development of the ILP. The locations
of various roads and sporting facilities have been redesigned to avoid direct impacts on identified
heritage items and places within the study area. However, in some cases, the proposed road layout
conflicts with the proposed heritage curtilage of potential heritage items. Moreover, the ILP does not
explicitly address heritage issues, constraints or opportunities for individual places arising from the
proposed development. The overall development prefigured by the ILP is highly likely to have an
adverse impact on rhe SHR values of Upper Canal, which is aligned immediately adjacent to the
eastern boundary of the study area. These issues will therefore need to be addressed during
subsequent, more detailed planning stages for the Precincts, and during the Development Application
Process.
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Precinct Planning

Appropriate heritage conservation policy and guidelines should be incorporated into the DCP and
SEPP Amendment for the Austral and Leppington North Precincts. The conservation of the area's
identified heritage values will make an important contribution to public understanding and
appreciation ofthe local history ofthe Precincts, and potentially enrich the lives ofcurrent and future
residents. Gene¡al heritage recommendations regarding the precinct planning process are outlined
below. Discussions of site specific heritage issues and recommendations follow.
Recomrnendøtíon

l

State, Iacal" ønd potential ltiçorìc berítage ítems, plnces, and archacologícal
s¡te shouW be hsted in the DCP and SEPP A¡nendment, to protect tbeir id"entifud heritage
aalaes dutíng the deuelapment of tbe Austral ønd Lqpíngton North Precincts:
Tlte

þllouing

.

Upper Nqtean. Schene

c

Rou ofBøryaPines, 145 Bringeþ Road, Leppíngton

o

Brou¡n Mentoríal and uater *ougb, 145 Bríngeþ Road, I-qpington

.

Leppinglon Public School, 142-148 Rbþard Road, Leppington

c

Austral Tou¡n Cenne ConseruøtionArea, Austral

-

Upper Canal

o HJ Starr Progress Hall" 264 EdmondsonAaenue, Aus*al
o

føn's Hardutare ønd House, 256 EdmondsonAaenuz, Ausnal

o

Bricþ House ønd Garden" 275 EdmondsonAaenu¿,Austral

o

House and Garden" 170 EdmondsonAaenue (125 Eigbtb Aaenue),

.

Cetnent Renãered House, 4O Brou¡ns Road. (60 Fìfth Auenuc), AusøøI

o

WVScott Mqnorial and Pøb, Austral

o

Hellenfu Monament, Lot

o

Farest Home

o

Blacþsmìtb's Worþshop (Former)

o

Weatlterboørd House

.

Coulnstare Road- Culnrøl l^ønãscøpe, Leppington

.

Bríngell! Road- Calnral l^anãscølte, Ausnal ønd l*ppingnn

Ausnal

l0 DP 771080, Ausnal

- Arcbacological Síø 1720-1726 Carndcn Valþ \Yay L4pington
- Archacological Sìg 240 Fìfieenth

- Arcbaeolaþal Siø 305 Fífreenth

Tbe listing procesç should be anderøhen

ìn

consuhation

Auenu¿,

uith

Auenae, Austral

Ausnal

Cømden

md

Liaetpool

Councíls and other releuønt staheltolderc.
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Recomntendøfion 2

Herìnge cwtilngæ for listed and potential herìtage iter¡ts sltould. be acbnouledged in tbe
DCP and. Iocal Cotmcíl beritage inaentorícs as indicatíae of the ninimurn øreø requíred to
protect signifuønt plrysbalfabrtc øndlor an øI,propriate lznãscøpe settingfor each ìte¡n or
place darìng the deuelapnent of the A*stral ønd Lqpingøn North Precíncts.
Recommendøtion 3

Furtber intestigation of areas of ørcbaeolaþal sensitioity uìll be reqøired duríng the
deuelapnent of the Austral and Leppington Nortlt Precírutç. Sí.te Eecífu Arcbaoologbal
Asçesçments should be complcted to addræs the ìmpact of the deuelapnent on the

þllouing

sites:

- Upper CønaI

a

Upper Nepeør Scheme

a

Forest Hørne (Duelling ønd. knal Lot), 1720-1726 Cøîn¿¿n

a

Blacþsnítb's Worhshop (Former), 240 Fifuenth Auenuc, Austral

o

Hotne, 3O5 FifuenthAoenuc,Aasnøl

7.2.1

VaIþ

Wøy' Lqryington

Development Control Plan

Development controls should provide practical guidelines for protecting and maintaining the cultural
significance of the heritage items and potential heritage items identified in this report, including areas
of archaeological sensitivity. Section 5.10 in the Standard Instrument provides the key objectives and
conditions for consent for the development of heritage items. Additional detailed guidelines should be

included in the DCP for the Precincts.
Developmenr controls regarding the density, height, mass and scale of new buildings, or the character
of vegetation and landscaping, could also be used to interpret historic land grant and subdivision
patterns in the area, and to minimise impacts on individual heritage items and the proposed Austral

Town Centre Conservation Area.
Recomntendøtíon 4
General objectiaes and connob

for

deuelnpnent

ìn the aiciníly of beritage ¡tems an¿
in tbe DCP for tbe Austral anã

heritage conseraat¡on areas thar could. be hcoryorated

Lqpíngon Nortb Precìncts øre:
Objectíaes
To conserue and enhance tbe heritage sìgnìfuante of tbe ìtem or conservøtìon ttrea;
a

To en-çare thøt chønges to øn item or conseroation øreø nre based on øn anderctandíng
of tbe lteritøge sìgnfuance of the place;
To retain an approprìate Imrdscøpe settinsfor tlte
uith the plaee;

iten or conseruøtion

drea,

md

oiews

assocìated
a

a

To anderstand tbe research potential of ørcbøcoloþal rnourcesi

Tofacilitate opportanítics to imprwe public understanding mdlor ø24recìation of the
enaironmental herítage oftbe item

tr

c(mserartt¡on øreai
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utill

a

To encourage ongoing use of ber¡ta.ge items, including ødaptíue reuse where tltis
contTíbate to the conseruatìon ofthe item or conserual¡on rtrea;

a

To encourøge ø cautioas qptroach to cbange. Ifchanges are lihely to dctractfrom the
heritage signìfumce oftbe ítem orplace, encoaru,ge chønges tbat øre reaersiblz;
To acbnouledge tbat past cbanges to herítage ítems mqr con ribute to the bisnry of the
place;

a

o

To ewoarage the conseraatíon of signlfuønt ínterìor elønents of buíh heritage items,
inchding fixtures and fittings; and.
To entottrr,ge routine møintenante of berítage itmrs and beritage cotueroøtìon oreas to
retaín th eìr lt eritage s ignifu ønc e,

Reconmended Controb

o

RetainÍeatures ubìcb con*íbut¿ to the heritage signifcønce of tbe item or conseroation
rrrerl

a

Retaínfeatares uhfub con*íbate to an understanding of tbe bistory of tlte iten, or
períods of its derclapment

a

Retøin signifuant landscape elements andlor aieus assocíaÍed u¡ítlt the ìtem.

a

Retøin signifrcønt historícalproperty boandaries,
of the ítmr,

a

Retain sígnfuønt uses,

if

ident¡:fr¿d as

if ídenrtfud

as

Þey

part of tbe sígnifitance

pørt of tlte significarce of the ítem, or

ø

simi Inr/ c omp atì b Ie us e,

from the ìtem or conseruøtíon are4 uiltere this utill
contribute to tbe lteritage signifuønce tbe ítem or consentatìon area-

a

Remoae unsJnnlrøthet¡c elements

a

For ídentifud

arcbaeologbal sítes, undertahe an Archacologi"ol Assessnent ín
accordante uith Herítage Brmth guì¿cl¡nat to address the ørchacolaþal potentìal of
the sìte

a

prior to

New utorþ

in

its deuelapment,

tbe abìnity of bu;h bøitage ìtems sbould be synpathøb to the þrm,

scølc, møssing, setbacb øtd.

werøll cbaracter of tbe ítem,

ønd. should.

not dctractfron iæ

ø74trecíation.

oo¿ib idcntifiablo

nch.

a

Neu uorþ

a

Aberøtions ønd addítions should be located ailtal .frorn signifuant andlor prìmøy
eleuatiotts, ønd behind and belout the maìn rìdge line of buih berítage ìæms.

a

Exístìng fabric, use, assocìat¡ons
any changes øremade.

shoulã. be

md

as

mea,nings sboald be adcEøteþ recorded before
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Upper Nepean Scheme - Upper Canal

The Upper Nepean Scheme - Upper Canal, which is listed on the SHR, is the most significant
element of European built heritage within the study area. A¡ increase in the density of houses and
people living in the vicinity of the Canal is likely to incur gradual and cumulative impacts on the
physical fabric of the Canal and its associated elements. These include problems associated with
incremental changes in surface drainage patterns and related impacts on water quality, which may in
turn impact on the historic and technical significance of the Canal as an operational element of
Sydney's water supply system. Intensified residential development adjacent to the Canal corridor will
also have an adverse impact on its rural landscape setting and associated picturesque elements of the
Canal corridor. Mitigation of these impacts will require long-term solutions, which should be
addressed in consultation with SCA and the NS'!Ø Heritage Council, and should be consistent with
the recommendations of the CMP for the Canal. Standard provisions for the development assessment
of housing, roads and road infrastructure in the immediate vicinity of the Canal should be
strengthened in the SEPP or DCP to address potential impacts on the SHR values of the Canal.
Recoutm.endation 5
Curnal¿tíae ønã lang-term impacts of íntensifud deuelapment along the Upper Canal
sltould be addressed. in constiltation utítb SCA and the NSW lIeriøge Coawil A
supplenentary herítage rnonagement dacument should be prepøred to gaíde deuelapment in
tbe uícìníty of tbe Canal corridor, and to mlmage tbe impacts of íntnsìfud bousìng roads
and road ìnfrastructure ìn the abínity of the Canal corridor on the SHR aøhæs of tbe

CønaI

Objectìaes and deaelaprnent controb aãdressing these ímpacts should be
íntotporated ín the DCPfor tbe Precìntts.
Objectìues
Deaelapment in tbe aicíníty of tbe Upper Cønal shoulà. øirn to:

.

ma:intain theþrtn, fabríc, ønd operational

a

presente technologìcal euìderce of nineteenth cenhffy bJdraillù engíncerìng ønd Canal
buildíng teclmí4ue6 as illustrøted fut the Upper Canal, and. Trogressbe ìmproaernents

*ílity

of the Canal;

in tbe constntctìon of assocìated elønents, írcIuding caloøts,fliumes and werbrìdges;
a

a

oftlte CønaI, including i* seryrent¡ne route, eaìdence of its
original rural settìng, ønd assocíatcd mlønøI plantings;
corßerae p¡ctøresquc elcments

conserrte eaíãerce

oftbe historit relationship betueen tbe øIignment of the Upper Cmal

and Couryastare Road;
a

maìntain

o

ìnteryrret tlte lteritøge signiþance of the Upper Canal to tlte general public, tofoster øn
apprecìatíon ofiæ bistory ønd ongoingaaluc to the communìE.

7.3.1

to and securìty for the CønaI ønd its historic berítage
curtikge, to preserae the ryality of the utater ønd preuent inndaettent dmnage and/or
intention¿l oandalisn to the plrysicalfabríc ofthe Canal; ønd
access

Perimeter Road and Open Landscape Buffer

SCA supports the notion of local perimeter road running parallel to the route of the Canal, to
maintain access to the Canal for management and maintenance purposes, provided that the road acts
as a local internal road only. In sections where a perimeter road is not already in place, the ILP makes
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provision for a perimeter roed, to be provided by developers. SCA also suggests that local housing
should be designed to eddress the road, so that they overlook the Canal corridor, providing passive
surveillance and security for the Canal.

The proposed development will bring about irreversible change to the rural landscape setting
associated with the Canal. The impacts of change could be mitigated by the provision of additional
open landscape buffering adjacent to the Canal along the east side of proposed perimeter road reserve.
Srormwater and flood controls required by SCA to prevent runofi sediment, and other pollutants
entering the Canal corridor could be engineered in association with the road verge, without blocking
direct views into the Canal corridor.

Recotnmendation.

6

The perímeter road shoald be derígned to deter beøry tltrougb

nffi

to preuent impacts

of

aibratíon on tbe pbysical fabri,c of the Upper CønaI The øeatìon of addìtíonal opm
Iandscape bufferíng along tbe alignment of the CønaI in assocìaríon wíth tbe perímeter road
and ualhing or cycling traìls uould rehforce i* biçtoríc rurøl settìng, uhilst maintaining
passíae surueíllance ønd securityfør the CønaI
The DCP sltoald prouidc deúgn guíd¿lines

for

the

perímøer roød ønd road infrastntcture,

to sapport trffi cahníng and aãdìtional open landscøpe bufferíng adjacent to the Canal
cØrídor, wìthout internEtìng sígnífuønt aieu corT ído¡s. Tbe roadsíde aetge adjacent to
the Canal corrÍdor should be ø mìnímam øidtlt oÍfro" metres to prooide for a brcad
grassed øreø øtú a pedcstrí*nlcyclìng patb, ønd car pørbíng should. be restricted to the uest
sidc ofthe road.

Recotnm.endøtion 7
The DCP sbould. proaidc design guídelìncs for bousing adjacent to tbe Cønal corridor.
Hoasæ shoald addreçs the road øn¿ Cønal corrídar to proaíde passíue suraeillance for the
Cønal infrastructare, In øreas uhere there øre cleør sigbtlínes to the Cønal co/T idor'
Ianãscøping could be limìæd to low shrabs and íntennittent lrees.

7.3.2

Overbridges

The ILP indicates that there will be three major road crossings over the Upper Canal to connect the
Austral and Leppington North Precincts with areas to the east. These crossings are located on existing
'Sl'ay,
Bringelly Road, and Fifteenth Avenue. A fourth major
traffic corridors at Camden Valley
crossing at the Sixth Avenue overbridge may in future provide a link to â proposed regional sporting
faciliry within the '$Øestern Sydney Parklands. All these crossing are likely to require augmentation of
the existing overbridges to accommodate increased vehicle traffìc.
Impacts of augmentation of the Bringelly Road and Camden Valley W'ay overbridges, which have
been assessed in the CMP as having little or no heritage significance, will be addressed by the RTA as
part of the Review of Environmental Factors being undertaken for the upgrade works for those roads.
The Sixth and Fifteenth Avenue overbridges have been assessed as having considerable (high) heritage
significance; as such site specific statements of heritage impact should be prepared prior to works to
address the impacts of augmentation on the heritage values of the Canal. Augmentation should be
restricted to one side only, particularly where there is evidence of other recent modification, while
preserving evidence of the historic form and construction techniques on the other side. The physical
assessmenr has indicated that one side of the Fifteenth Avenue bridge has already been substantially
modified, as part of previous upgrades to the road.
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Road. ctossings oaer tbe Uppø Canal ødjacent to the Precírcts sbould be límited to øctant
reinforced concrete beøn bridges. Síte Eecific SoHIs should be pr4nred to addrecs tbe

hnpøct of new, augnented or rnodifizd Cønal ctossíngs on tbe SHR aalaes of the Upper
Canal Applicatiotts for 4tproaal to tlte NSW Høíøge Councíl sbould be madc ìn
accordanrce utìtb Section 6O of tlte Herìtøge Act, or a.n æempt¡on gazetted under Sectíon

57(2) oftheAct.
There are five additional overbridges immediately adjacent to the Precincts, which will be maintained
for SCA access to the Canal corridor. Some of these overbridges may also be used by pedestrians and
cyclists to access the'S7'estern Sydney Parklands. These crossings provide an opportunity to open up
significant views of the Canal to the general public, but should not allow public access to the Canal
corridor or otherwise compromise the security of the Canal. These crossings could also be used as the
focus of interpretive signage, designed to explain the history and significance of the Canal, and to
engege the general public in the ongoing maintenance of its heritage values.

Recontntendation 9
Pedestrianlcyclíst ctossíngs wer the Upper Cmal adjacent to the Precíntts should be límited

to ætant oaerbrìdges. Tbese crossings rqresent an opportunily to intetpret tbe herítage
sígnífuante of the Canal to the general pablic. Inter¡retaîìue sígnnge shoald be placed øt
bey points ølong the proposed Perimeter Road" n¿ar tbe pedcstrían crossings, øddressing open
oìews of the Canal cotidm ubereuer possiblz: þr æømplc nzm Bríngeþ Road" Sixth,
Tentb, Thìrteenth, Firteenth and Eíghteentb Auenu¿s.

7.4

Leppington Public School

Leppington Public School currendy occupies four lots, which define rhe lot boundary heritage wtilage
of the school (Figure 7 .2). This curtilage forms an appropriate setting for the buildings and associated
plantings that have been identified as key elements of the heritage significance of the school, or which
contribute to the overall significance of the place as an education precinct. However, the ILP
presupposes that the school will at some time in the future be decommissioned and relocated by DEC,
as part of the long-term future development of Leppington Town Centre. As such, consideration
should be given ro a sympathetic function for the school, which retains the key weatherboard
buildings, ablutions block and mature plantings in their original location, and adapts them for another
use which respects the historic, social and aesthetic significance of the place. Adaptive reuse mey
include a child care centre, information centre, or other community/educative function. It may be
noted that TAFE has considered and rejected the area as a potential future campus, and that Camden
Council will not acquire the land. It is therefore likely that the land will be managed by a private
owner/developer in the long-term.

A

reduced heritage curtilage would focus on the

original 1923 boundary of the school, comprising two

ecres et the south side of the site, and may form part of a broader civic centre or public open space.

In

the long-term, it would provide a 30m buffer for the original Raby school building (Building H),
retaining its existing garden setting, and reducing the impacts of increased traffìc noise and visual
overshadowing by neighbouring commercial buildings. It would also incorporate Buildings J and Q,
and key cultural plantings, Iisting of which are supported by DEC.

reduced curtilage may eventually result in the loss of integriry of the overall school grounds,
including the loss of Building D, which has been identified as complementary to the weatherboard
Building J, being a later brick example by the same architect. Ho\Mever, in general, the brick Van der
Steen buildings are well represented in NS\7' public schools. It may also result in the loss of

A
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recognition of individuals currently remembered at the school through the commemorative naming of
elements outside the proposed curtilage, such es the J Peck Oval. It would therefore be appropriate to
develop a memorialisation and naming policy for buildings within the reduced heritage curtilage, to
ensure continued recognition of people significant to public education in Leppington.
The definition of heritage curtilage will ensure that the elements of high heritage value are protected in
the short- to medium-term while the staged development of the Town Centre takes place. The
definition of a reduced heritage curtilage should not prevent the ongoing development and/or
expansion of the school by DEC to accommodate new buildings or other facilities appropriate to the
normal functioning of the school, including new buildings within the curtilage, provided that the
elements identified as having high heritage value are also maintained in their current location within
this curtilage (Figure 7.2). Appropriate maintenance also includes pruning trees where they may prove
a safety issue.

Guidelines for development adjacent to the school grounds should be addressed in the DCP for the
Precincts. The Leppington Town Centre ILP indicates that the school will eventually be situated
opposite the Retail Core area on Rickard Road, and surrounded by Business Park to the north, south
and east. New buildings in the immediate vicinity of the weatherboard group of buildings should not
overwhelm the scale or massing of the individual buildings, which are modest in character, and it may
be appropriate to define development controls which support a maximum of one or two storeys in
areas immediately adjacent to the school boundary, stepping back to larger heights.

Recommenàation

l0

New buildings in the ímm¿dìate uíciníty of Leppington Publìc School's redtced herítage
curtíhge should be Ermpathetic to tbe scalc, massíng, ønd cbaracter of the sígnìfuant
ueøtberboørd buildings ønd theìr garden settìng. Ongoing augmcntatíon of tbe school
facílìtiæ bJ DEC ín tbe sltort- to rnedium- tern ís compøtíbl¿ wítb tlte hístoric and social
signiftcanee of tbe place,

Recomtnendation

l1

New commercial andlor retaíl buílàings sltoalà not æceed onz (1) or ttao storEß
fumediately adjacent to Leppíngton Publb School's reduced heritage curtilage, stqping
bach to greater beíghts 1O-2O/n beyond tlte reduced heritage cartilage.
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7.5 Austral Town Centre Conservation Area
The iLP indicates that the proposed Austral Town Centre Conservation A¡ea will form part of a small
Retail/Commercial node surrounded by a discrete area of medium density housing. This zoning is
consisrent with the historic (and existing) function of the proposed conservation area, namely a small
mixed use precinct with a strong community focus.

Listing as a conservation area presents en opportunity to maintain and strengthen the historic
character of this neighbourhood centre by preserving a cohesive grouping of modest, mid-twentieth
century buildings, historically associated with the development of a discrete area during the 1930s1940s on the west side of Edmondson Avenue by Emma and H G Starr, Austral Postmaster. The
building sryles are complementary in their character and scale, and illustrate a range of functions
important to the town as it developed in the mid-twentieth century, including the general store,
Progress Hall, and post office. The ongoing development of the town centre is closely linked to that
of the broader Austral A¡ea, which underwent a major period of change and agricultural
intensification in the years immediately before and followin g after \?\ØI.
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as a conseryation area would also provide an opportuniry to preserve a representative sample of
three mid-twentieth century fibro houses within the new Precincts. This report has identified the
working class fib¡o house as an unassuming, but ubiquitous element of the study area, reflecting the
'W\?IL
same major period of development in the area during the years immediately before and after
This building type will become increasingly rare as the area is developed as part of the SVGC. Listing
the houses as contributory elements in the proposed conservation area may entail less onerous
regulatory control by permitting some modifications to the houses, while focusing on the protection of

Listing

the form and character ofthe street-facing facades and overall character ofthe streetscape.

Recotnntendation. 12
Tbe proposed Austral Town Cenne Conseraatíon Areø should be conseraed as a cohes¡ae
grorq of mid.-tuentíctb centur! commcrcial, cìaíc ønd re¡ídentíal buildings on tbe utest sid¿

of Eùnondson Aaenuc, beaæen Tentb ønd Eleaenth Au enuc*
conservation area does not preclude further development of the vacant land between Ian's
Hardware and the H J Starr Progress Hall, nor to the rear of the fibro houses. On the contrary, ne\M
rerail, community or other commercial development would contribute positively to the ongoing use of
signiffcant heritage buildings es active elements of a neighbourhood centre. That being said, new
development in the vicinity of the conservation area should not detrect from the character of the
conservarion area. Detailed design guidelines for development within and immediately adjacent to the
conservation area should be addressed in the DCP for the Precincts.

Listing

as a

Recommen.dation 13
Ohjectiaes

anã connob for deaelapnent ìn the oicinit¡t of Arcnal Town

Cenne

ConserøaríonAreø that could be futorporated ín tbe DCPfør the Precincts me:
Objectiaes
a

To retain the conseruation areø as ø small-scal¿ communíty centre ønd. mí*ed-use
titb ø snong míd-aaentí¿tb centil.ry chmacter; and

precinct,
a

To ensare tbøt chønges to the conserualion r,rea, írcludíng;nfrll deuelapment, øre based
on an anderstanding ofthe heríøge significønce of tbe place,

Recornmended Controb

Retain elønen* of baìh herìtage ubfuh connibate to tbe oaerøll heríøge signifuørce
tbe Austral Toun Centre Conseraøtíon Areø (contributory ítems),
a

Retaín the príncípal buíhfonn of contríbutory ítems, inrluding roof lines, street-fac¡nç
and s¡de eleaatiotts, door and uìndow-openings. Minor aheratìons thøt ão not ltøte a
sìgnífumt ìmpact on tbe arcbitecturalform and chøacter of the orìgínal bøìldìng may
be

o

permítted

Wben required" rqplace asbestos cement sbeeting on contríbutory ítems uith fibre
cernent sbeet,

a

of

in øccordance uìtb apryropríate OHòS standards,

deaelapment sbould. be of ø modern ãcsìgn' wbth responds symParheñcalb to the
híçtoríc chmacter ønd. sening of the conseruatìon ørea' and to tbeform, scalc, massìng,

Inf.ll

míentatíon and setbach of its con*íbutory items. Where possìbþ neu ìnfill buildìngs
shoald adàracs tbe street

'))<
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Infll

deaelapnent should,not oaerwhelm tbe contributorl ítems uìthín tbe consentatíon
area, ¡n height or mass¡ng, A marìrnurn of onc (1) storEt on the street-faeing ebaatían
is

a

Precincts

qproprìate,

Infll

deaelapment ar additíons

oA

mal

be

pøntítted at the rear of con*ibutory

ìtems,

d"t¡g wíll aehìeue at

aostltet¡calb cohesiae relatíansbìp betueen neut ønd.
prcposal
the
ìs
consistent
wítlt the chøracter of the site an¿ the broads
and

uhere the

conseruation ûrea.

rL

¡

Legend

!

n"n"s"

Conseruation Area -

boundary

HorÞontal datum: GDAgTYMGA Zone 56
Câdasträldala ¿nd bækground aerial: Depðrtrcnt of Plånn¡nq 2010

Cadâslre

Contributory ltems

o

12.5

25
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75

Figure 7 .3 Borndary of the proposed Austral Town Centre Conservation Area and contributory items.

7.6

W V Scott Memorial and Park, Austral

The Leppington Town Centre ILP identifies the area of the'W'V Scott Memorial Park, at the junction
of Bringelly Road and Edmondson Avenue, as the site of a future regional Aquatic and Indoor
Recrearion Centre. Development as a built recreation centre will have a substantial impact on the
original landscape setting of the present war memorial and sports field. The widening of Bringelly
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Road may also have an edverse impact on the original site of the war memoriel. However, the
proposed redevelopment will ensure that the land continues to be used for public, recreational
purposes, compadble with the original intent of a memorial sports field, and relevant to the changing
needs of this growing suburban communiry. Retaining the name \Ø V Scott Memorial for the
proposed centre will ensure that the original commemorative purpose of the sports field is not lost to
future generations.
Future redevelopment of the land for a regional Aquatic and Indoor Recreation Centre should also
'\?'V Scott at the main entrance, in keeping with the
incorporate a commemorative monument to
local community's desire not to forget the sacrifice of local residents in ìM\VII. The monument
should retain the inscription recorded on the present monument, which replicates that of the original
bubbler monument, and a garden setting, which respects the recent history of the monument and its
association with Liverpool RSL and Austral Public School. Future redevelopment should be
undertaken in consultation with relevant stakeholders, including descendants of \ØV Scott, Austral
Public School, Liverpool RSL, Liverpool Council, and the local community.

Recotntnendation

l4

Tbe proposed redeuela¡nnent of tbe W V Scott Memorial Parþ as a rqíonal Aryatíc and
Inãaor Reneøtion Centre sbould be compat¡ble with tbe bi¡toric beritage sìgniþance of the
place. Continuíty in the use of the landfor community recreational purposes, retentíon of
the name 'W V Scott Memorìal' .f* oo! .fono" rec,reational facilities, and ongoing
conseruøtion of a commemoratiue monument to W V Scott are in þ"qi"S uith tbe local
comrnanity's deçire not toþryet tbe sanífue of local residents in \VWI ønd utill contribuæ
to tbe cotueraøtion of ilte social and hìstoríe sìgníftcønce of tlte place. The conmemoratfue

n onuûrent shoulã retain tbe fusc'ription recordcd on tlte present monument, and shoulà. be
aithin an appropr¡aæ gørden settíng,

Iacøted at the maín entrance to tbefacility,

7.7

Historic Subdivision Patterns and Road Alignments

Roads and properry boundaries provide an important, tangible

link with the history of land

use and

settlement of the area, but are generally unlikely to werrant individual heritage listing or other special
protections. Redevelopment of the Austral and Leppington North Precincts represents an opportunity
to interpret the historic road alignments and subdivision patterns associated with the early European
history of the area to future generations.

In general, the ILP for the Austral and Leppington North Precincts has retained key historic roads
along their original alignments, and the historic grid pattern of roads and streets associated with the
late nineteenth century Hoxton Park Estate subdivision will be retained substantially intact. Bringelly,
Edmondson and Fifteenth Avenue will be upgraded, retaining their historic and technical significance
as important local transport and communications corridors. In contrast, new local roads within the
precincts will generally cut across pre-existing property boundaries. This will gradually reduce the
physical evidence of historic roads and early property bounda¡ies within the landscape.
Eastwood Road provides physical evidence of the boundary between two early land grants: to
Alexander Rjley, Røby (1816), and Hannibal Macarthur, Eastwood (1819). The Leppington Town
Centre ILP indicates that the alignment of Eastwood Road will be altered to accommodate new traffìc
conditions er rhe intersection of Eastwood and Bringelly Roads. The northern end of Eastwood Road
will be moved to the \ilest, to meet with a proposed new road corridor north of Bringelly Road, and
the disused section of the Eastwood Road corridor will be rezoned for Light Industrial uses.
Considering that the footprint of any new industrial buildings will likely obscure physical evidence of
the historic road alignment, it is appropriate to require that this historic road alignment is interpreted
for future generations in some form of visual media or signage. An embossed bronze medallion set
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into the pavement or wall of any future building at the historic junction of Bringelly and Eastwood
Roads could, for example, explain the original location and function of the property boundary for
future residents of the area. The road alignment could also be incorporated within the building, as an
internal pâssâgeway or lene.
770 Edmondson Avenue (corner of 725 Eighth Avenue) in Austral, which
has been identified in this report as a potential heritage item, stands on its original 3 acre block. The
properry provides good evidence of late nineteenth to early twentieth century patterns of land tenure
in the Austral and Hoxton Park area, and is representative of the historic patterns of land tenure on
the Hoxton Park Estate. The ILP for the Austral and Leppington North Precincts indicates a local
road passing through the middle of the block, intersecting the original acreage and significant features

The house and garden

^t

of the historic garden. This road alignment should be revised during detailed planning

stages

for the

Precincrs, ro avoid impacts on heritage significance of the property, including impacts on the garden.

new local roads coincide with the historic boundaries of early land grants, future
naming of these roads could take into consideration the historic names of the land grants and the
people associated with them, thereby forming part of the interpretation of early settlement patterns
within the landscape. In particular, the ILP indicates new local roads along the north and south
boundaries of the former John Gurner land gra;nt, Icþletoz (1818). These boundaries are also
'Williamson's
Dungarthell
associated with the grants of Barron Field's Hinchinbrooþ and James
ând
southwest
of
the
northwest
respecrively. A new local road will also be provided along a section

In

cases where

boundaries of the former John Jamieson land grent, Cow-de-Knaues.

The ILP has further indicated a new north-south road parallel to the east boundary of the former
Urban Fidkin land grant, Stanfeld Pørh (1818). Discussions with DP&I have determined that it will
nor be possible to directly align this road over the historical boundary, because the land is partially
included in the Integral Energy easement. That being said, the easement itself will preclude
development along the historic property boundary, and may therefore act as an interpretive feature
within the landscape.
Recomtnendation

l5

Objectíues for deælapnent alang ltiçtoríc roads ønd property boundarics that could. be
ircorporated ín the DCPfor tbe Precincts are:

Objectiaes

o

To maíntøín hey hlstoric roads ín use along tbeh oríginal alígnment, ønd to conserve
tTansPort øn¿
comnunhøtíons corridors uithìn the landscape;

their hìstoríc ønd æclmìcal sígnífuance as írnportant locøl

a

To retain bey hìstorfu road nannes, to conserTte eaiderce of theír hístoríc associations and
rneanings;

a

o

To create or m¿intaín broad. Iandscaped htffers alm.g hsJ hixorbal roads, to reínforce
the bístoríc ntral chøractq ofthe roads uithìn the landscape;

lilhøe hq hìstmic roads haae (or øill) go out of use, ø corxterae evidence of
"r¡g¡"ol
road alignments uítbin tbe landscape, eitltø þt mcltns of ø nataral landscøpe corridm
m otherþrms of ínterpeøtìon, stcb as æplanatory signage; ønd
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To creare øndlor møínøìn lacal roads m løndscaped areas along the bounã¿rí¿s of eøly
colaníal land gr¿rnts, ønd to maìntaìn pbltsícal euídence of tbe hisnry of tbe emþ grøn*

a

utíthín the lnndscape.

7.7.1

Cowpasture Road

-

Cultural Landscape

Cowpasture Road was the earliest road in the Liverpool area, southwest of Sydney, and formed the
boundary of several early land grants in the study area. The road has an important historic and visual
relationship with the route of the Upper Canal: consrrucrion of the Canal in 1886-1888 led to a re-

of Cowpasture Road at its junction with

Bringelly Road. The original junction of
Cowpasture and Bringelly Roads is marked by a row of three Bunya Pines, which are prominent
landmarks within the local landscape, and a disused section of the original nineteenth century
alignment is retained to the south of Bringelly Road, east of the Canal. A short section is also retained
further south on the west side of the Canal, near a bend in the present, active road alignment.
alignment

The historic, aesthetic and technical significance of the Cowpasture Road corridor is such that it
warrants local heritage listing as an important cultural landscape. The ILP indicates that the active
section of Cowpasture Road will be upgraded to service residential âreas surrounding Leppington
Town Centre. However, the original, disused section of the road corridor east of the Upper Canal will
likely be incorporated into adjoining Open Space and Environmental Conservation zones. Lack of
previous development in the vicinity of the disused road surface represents an opportunity to conserve
this section of the road corridor within a natural landscape setting within the Precincts. The disused
section west of the Upper Canal also presents an opportunity to create a small pocket park for local
residences within the triangular piece of land at the junction with the realigned road, and to install
interpretative media to convey information concerning the historic development of Cowpasture Road
and its association with the Upper Canal to local residents and members of the broader community.

Recontntendation

l6

Ircorytoraring the oríginal, diçused section of tbe Coutpasture Roød ølìgnment into Open
Spaæ ønd Enaìrontnental Consentation zones uithin the Lqpíngton Nortb Precìnct
represents an oplrortunìty to corserue this section of the historíe road. uítltìn ø nattnal
Ianãscape setting. A SoHI, tbøt ínchdes on assessm¿nt of archaeoloþal potentìal, should
be prepared prior to redeaelapment of tbe diwsed sectíon of the original road cotidor þr
pørþ recreation, or otber pu,.fposes. Interpretìue sìgøge should be installcd along tbe
disused sect¡on of the road corridor as part of the futare deuelapmcnt of parhs and otber
open ,pace to øplain iæ ltistorieal signifuance and. assocìatìons to lacal reçidents ønd
memberc oftbe brcader community.

7.7.2

Bringelly Road

- Cultural Landscape

Bringelly Road is one of the earliest roads in the Liverpool area, and its east-west alignment through

the landscape likely formed the basis for the rigid grid of streets which characterises subdivision
pâtterns in the Hoxton Park and Austral areas today. The historíc and technical significance of
Bringelly Road is such that it warrants local heritage listing as an important cultural landscape.
Bringelly Road is currently being upgraded from two to four lanes, as part of the process of improving
regional transport infrastructure in conjunction with development of the S\ØGC. This is likely to
involve the loss of existing vegetation along the road corridor. The road will intersect the proposed
Leppington Town Centre, and the present rural cha¡acter of the road will be significantly altered.

AMBS understands that Bringelly Road is the subject of an ongoing heritage assessment being
undertaken for the RTA, and that the archaeological potential associated with the road will be
))q
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in that report. AMBS anticipates that any potential archaeological resources associated with
the road are likely to be adversely impacted by the proposed road upgrade. However, based on the
information collected for this report, the main technical significance of the road as an important
regional üansporr corridor, which had an early influence on the patterns of subdivision and settlement
in the area, will be maintained through ongoing improvements to the existing road along its original
addressed

alignment.

7.8 Views
The ILP for the Austral and Leppington North Precincts includes strategies for addressing impacts of
future development on culturally significant views and landscapes, including views which have been
identified in this report as historical and aesthetic points of interest in the area.
Expansive views from Judges

Hill

may by somewhat obscured by surrounding low density residential

development. However, a key view corridor toward the southwest will be preserved through the
provision of a pocket park at the crest of the hill, associated with the Hellenic Monument, and a new
local road running between the park and the base of the hill.
Long open views from Carnes Hill will be retained unaltered, by the provision of an Environmental
Management zone between Bringelly Road and the S'S7-RL corridor, and the \Øestern Sydney
Parklands north of Bringelly Road.

Recotnmendation

l7

Objectìaæ for deuelapment in tbe uìcìnity of
incotporøted ín tbe DCPþr tlte Precinets are:

hql bítt"ry aiaas and

landscapes

to

be

Objectiues

o

To conserae and ínterprø øhøalþ sígnìficønt uiews and hnãscapes at Judges
Hill as bistorícal ønd acsthetic pdnts of ínterest in the area; ønd

HìlI anã

Cørnes

o

To præerue

historíc toponJnns as eaidence ofpast occapønts ønd. Ianãusa

7.9 lnterpretation
Interpretation of individual items of historic heritage, as well as the broader cultural landscape of the
Austral and Leppington North Precincts, is an important tool in the conservation of heritage
significance. It presents the story of a place in a way that will engâge the community in its continuing
care and prorection. It can also be a source of enjoyment for local residents and visitors to the area.
Section 6.6 of this report outlines an interpretation stretegy for the Austral and Leppington North
Precincts.

Recommendøtion 18
The interpretatíon strategt outlhæd in Sectíon 6.6 of tltis repmt should be ìrnplenented as

pørt of tbe

Precìnct plannìng lnocess, daring tbe assesínent of

4rylications, anà. ín oth er C oancì l-E onsored inítìatía

fuatre

deaelapment

es.

7.10 Consultation
Throughout the course of this project, AMBS has made every attempt to contact property owners in
an effort to gain eccess to properties with potential local heritage value to discuss and assess the
condition and significance of the place, with a view to recommending heritage listing of significant
items in future amendments to the SEPP Growth Centres 2006. This has not always been successful:
in one case AMBS was refused access to a property; in several others, AMBS was unable to make
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contact with the owner of the land. In these situations, AMBS has undertaken an assessment of the
significance of the place based on historical documentation and visual analysis from the street. It

should therefore be noted that further research, including discussion with the owners of these
properties about the history and condition of each place, may necessitate reassessment of their heritage
significance.

Owners and occupiers of potential heritage items should be given written notice of the
recommendations for heritage listing contained in this report, and be invited to make written
submissions regarding the proposed listing. They should also be invited to forward to DP&I any
historical or other information about their properties, including information about the physical
condition of the properry, which may contribute to â more complete understanding of the place and
further inform the assessment of heritage significance contained in this report. These submissions
should be taken into consideration before a final determination is made as to whether the properry
should be listed on the SEPP amendment. It is possible that further research and assessment will
determine that one or more of the potential heritage items recommended in this report does not have
sufficient heritage value to wârrant long-term statutory protection. However, it should be noted that
an owner's objection to heritage listing is only one part of the heritage assessment to be considered and
is not in itself a reason for not listing a heritage item. Ongoing consultation with property owners is a
worthwhile process, and provides an opportunity to explain the long-term benefits of heritage listing,
including the social and financial benefits. The Heritage Office Publication Heritøge Listing: Benefits

for Owners (2004) may be useful in this context.
AMBS acknowledges that the desire to capitalise on commercial opportunities presented by Precinct
development may conflict with opportunities to preserve significant heritage items for the appreciation
of future generations. AMBS has not taken into account commercial considerations as part of the
assessment of significance of any sites. However, AMBS also acknowledges that heritage listing is
unlikely to be an effective mechanism for the long-term future conservation of more modest elements
of the landscape without the understanding and support of the local community and property owners.
If a properry owner objects to the proposed heritage listing on the grounds that the listing may have
potential implications for the economic use of the land, the owner will need to provide justifications

for his/her concerns. All options for ongoing conservation and use of significant places should
carefully considered prior to resolving not to list the item.

be

Recommendation 19

DPòI

shoald gíue úrítten notìce to tbe ou¡ners and occupiers of propertics ;dent;fed b1
as potentíal britage iterns, areas of archacolngical sensitiaity, and propertíes wíthin
the proposed Austral Tou¡n Cenne Consentatinn Area" to adaise them of recomrnendatíons
to I*t the popertJ on tbe SEPP Amendment, to acplain the implbatiorc of beritage lìstíng
and to ínaíæ u¡ritten s¿bmi*siotts regarding tbe proposed listing, DPòI sltould nhe
subtnissíons ìnto consideration before øfinal detertninatìon is made as to the listing of eaclt
properry in the SEPP Amendment. Objeøíons sbould be reltaant to the assesment of

AMBS

signìftcanc e md long-tern conseru a:tíon

ofpoten tìal

herítage items.

AMBS understands that heritage items listed in the SEPP Amendment will in future be incorporated
in the LEPs for Camden and Liverpool LGAs. Ongoing consultation with Councils, their respective
heritage advisory committees, and other relevant stakeholders regarding the merits of the potential
heritage items recommended in this report will facilitate the long-term conseryation of these places for
the community.
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7.11 Summary of Strategies

l

N@

for Conserving Heritage Values

Table 7.1 lists the individual heritage items and potential heritage items in relation to the ILP for the
Austral and Leppington North Precincts, and summarises the recommended strategies to conserve the
heritage signiftcance of these items as part of the Precinct Planning process. These recommendations
are also listed on the inventory sheets for each item.

Table 7.2 lists the key historic property boundaries and roads within the study area, and
recommended strategies to conserve the heritage signiûcance of these landscape features as part of the
Precinct Planning process.
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TableT.l Summary of individual heritage items a¡rd potential heritage items in relation to the ILP for the Austral and Leppington North Precincts, a¡rd recommended
strategies to conserve the heritage significance of these items as part of the Precinct Planning process.
Name
Upper Nepean Scheme
Upper Canal

Address

-

SCA

land, Leppington

for Austral and Leppington
5lgnlllcance ILP
NorthPrec¡ncts
State

No change to SCA land.
lntensif ied residential
development in vicinity of

List on SEPP.

Canal.

Local perimeter road adjacent

to

Canal corridor.
Augmented overbridges at
Camden Valley Way, Bringelly
Road, Sixth Avenue, Fifteenth

Avenue.
Five additional overbridges

immediately adjacent to the
Precincts will be maintained for
SCA access to the Canal
Corridor, and some may be used
by pedestrians and cyclists
the Western Sydney
Parklands.

access

Recommendations

to

Cumulative and long-term impacts of intensified development adjacent to
route ofthe Upper Canal to be addressed in consultation with SCA and
the NSW Heritage Council. Supplementary heritage management
document to be prepared following exhibition of the lLP, to guide
development in the vicinity of the Canal corridor, and to manage the
impacts of intensified housing, roads and road infrastructure in the
vicinity of the Canal corridor on the SHR values of the Canal.
Objectives and development controls addressing impacts should be
incorporated in the DCP for the Precincts. Design guidelines to require:
Perimeter road designed to deter heavy through traffic, to prevent
¡mpacts of vibration on the physical fabric of the Canal.
Open landscape buffering in association with the perimeter road to
reinforce its historic rural setting, wh¡lst maintaining passive
surveillance and security for the Canal. Roadside verge adjacent to
the Canal corridor to be a minimum width of five metres to provide
for a broad, grassed area and a pedestrian/cycling path.
Houses to address the road and Canal corridor to provide passive
surveillance for the Canal infrastructure. ln areas where there are
clear sightlines to the Canal corridor, landscaping limited to low
shrubs and interm¡ttent trees.
Road crossings over the Upper Canal adjacent to the Precincts to be
limited to extant re¡nforced concrete beam bridges.
Site specific SoHlsto be prepared to address impacts of new, augmented
or modified Canal crossings on the SHR values of the Upper Canal, in
association with an application to the Heritage Council for approval
under Sect¡on 60 of the Heritage Act, or an exemption under Section
s7(2).
Pedestrian/cyclist crossings over the Upper Canal adjacent to the Precincts
to be limited to extant overbridges.
lnterpretation of the heritage significance of the Canal to be placed at
key points at pedestrian/cyclist crossings to provide an understanding and
appreciation of the form and function of the Canal, and ¡ts historical
setting in a rural landscape. lnterpretative signage along the proposed
Perimeter Road, near pedestrian crossings, addressing open views of the
Canal corridor wherever possible: for example near Br¡ngelly Road, Sixth,
Tenth. Th¡rteenth, Fifteenth and Eighteenth Avenues.

.
.

.
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Name

Address

Significance

Row of Bunya Pines

145 Bringelly Road,
Lepp¡ngton

State

Brown Memorial and
water trough

145 Bringelly Road,
Leppington

NBn

I

ILP

for Austral and Lepp¡ngton

North Precincts
No change to SCA land.

List on SEPP.

RTA preparing
Bringelly Road
lanes.

Update Statement of Significance on Liverpool Heritage lnventory, to
include association with 5HR listed Upper Canal System.
Carry out interpretation: Retention and maintenance of trees in current
location, within SHR heritage curt¡lage.
lmpacts of road widening to be addressed by RTA as part of REF.

to upgrade
from

2

to four

Expansion of SCA land at
junction of Cowpasture and

Local

Recommendations

Bringelly Roads.

List on SEPP.

Update Statement of Significance on Liverpool Heritage lnventory.
Consult with property owner and local community regarding ongoing
management. Community stakeholders may include descendants of
William Brown and Liverpool RSL.
Carry out interpretation:
. Retention and maintenance of fabric on site;

.

Leppington Public

142-148 Rickard Road,

School

Lepp¡ngton

Located within Leppington
Town Centre.
Short-to-medium-term use as
school; long term use likely
private development.
Opposite Retail Core and
surrounded by Business Park

Local

zone5.

Permanent signage.

List on SEPP and Camden LEP.
Carry out interpretation:
Retention and maintenance of significant fabric on site within the
reduced heritage curtilage. Routine maintenance and development
of the school, in accordance with DET requirements, is permissible
within the heritage curtilage, and is consistent with the historic
significance of the place as an educational facility.
Develop a memorialisation and naming policy, especially for buildings
within the reduced heritage curtilage, to recognise people

.

.

significant to public education in Leppington.
New buildings in the immediate v¡c¡nity of reduced heritage curtilage to
be sympathetic to the scale, massing, and character of the significant
buildings and garden setting.
New commercial and/or retail bu¡ldings not to exceed one (1) or two
storeys immediately adjacent to the reduced heritage curtilage, stepping
back to larger heights 10-20m beyond the reduced her¡tage curtilage.
Prepare SoHl prior to site redevelopment for alternative uses or adaptive
reuse.

Austral Town Centre
Conservat¡on Area,

Austral

Local

.

Retail/Commercialzone.

List on SEPP and Liverpool LEP as heritage conservation area.
Carry out interpretation: Retention and maintenance of contributory
items within proposed heritage curtilage.
Consult w¡th property owners and local commun¡ty regarding ongoing

management.
Retain conservation area as small-scale community centre and mixed-use
precinct, w¡th a strong mid-twent¡eth century character.
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Address

NlEl)

I

Significance

ILP

for Austral and Lepp¡ngton

North Precincts

Recommendations
Retain name'Austral.'
to the conservation area, including infill development, to be
based on an understanding of the her¡tage significance of the place.
Prepare SoHl and Archaeological Assessment prior to redevelopment or
s¡te mod¡fications within the conservation area boundary.
Asbestos cement sheet¡ng to be replaced with fibre cement sheet, as
required and in accordance with appropriate OH&S standards.
Detailed guidelines for development within and adjacent to the
conservation area to be addressed in the DCP for the Precincts.
Changes

H J Starr Progress Hall

264 Edmondson Avenue,

Local

Austral

lan's Hardware and

256 Edmondson Avenue,

House

Austral

Local

Retail/Commerc¡al zone.

List on SEPP and Liverpool LEP.

Within proposed Austral Town

Consult with property owner and local community regarding ongoing

Centre Conservation Area.

management.
Retent¡on and maintenance of hall and/or similar commun¡ty function
within proposed heritage curtilage.
Reta¡n name'H J Starr Progress Hall.'
Prepare SoHl prior to redevelopment or modification of the site.

Retail/Commercial zone.

List on SEPP and Liverpool LEP.

Within proposed Austral Town

Prior to change, prepare photographic record of existing fabric of store

Centre Conservation Area.

and house.

with property owner, tenant, and local community regarding
ongoing management.
Retention of commercial function and maintenance of associated house
on s¡te, within proposed heritage curtilage.
Prepare an Archaeological Assessment and SoHl prior to redevelopment
or modification of the site.
Consult

Brick House and Garden

275 Edmondson Avenue,

Local

Austral

Medium density residential
zone.

L¡st on SEPP and Liverpool LEP.
Prior to change, prepare a photograph¡c record

of exist¡ng fabric of house
and garden.
Retention and maintenance of house and garden on site, within proposed
heritage curtilage.
Consult with property owner and local community regarding ongoing
management.
Prepare SoHI prior to redevelopment or modification of the site.

House and Garden

170 Edmondson Avenue
(125 Eighth Avenue),

Austral

Local

Low density residential zone.
Potential new local road
intersecti ng property.

List on SEPP and Liverpool LEP.

Retention and maintenance of house and garden on original lot, with¡n
proposed heritage curtilage.
Revise proposed road alignment to avoid impacts on heritage significance
of property.
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Significance

ILP

for Austral and Lepp¡ngton

North Precincts

Recommendations
Pr¡or

to change, prepare a photographic record of existing fabric of house

and garden.
Consult with property owner and local community regarding ongoing

management.
Prepare SoHl prior to subdivision, redevelopment or modification of the
site.

Cement Rendered

House

40 Browns Road (60
Avenue), Austral

Fifth

Local

a

Environmental living zone minimum lot size approximately
1,000-2,500 square metres.

o
.
.
.
o
.

List on SEPP and Liverpool LEP.
Prior to change, prepare a photographic record

of existing fabric of house

and garden.

with property owner and local community regarding ongoing
management.
Retention and maintenance of house and garden on site, within proposed
heritage curtilage.
Prepare soHl prior to subdivision, redevelopment or modification of the
site or neighbouring lots.
Surrounding development should not overwhelm the modest scale of the
Consult

Cement Rendered House.

W V Scott Memorial and

380 Bringelly Road,

Park

Austral

Local

a

Civic Precinct zone.
Site to be redeveloped as

.
.

regional Aquatic and lndoor
Recreat¡on Centre.

Widening of Bringelly Road may
encroach on original site of the
war memorial.

Hellenic Monument

Forest Home

-

Lot 10 DP 771080,
Austral

1720-1726 Camden

Local

Small Open Space zone

surrounded by low density
residential zone.
Road alignment from park
roughly associated with
signif icant view corridor.
Local

a

Low density residential zone.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
o
.

List on SEPP and Liverpool LEP.

Consult w¡th property owner and local community regarding ongoing
management. Community stakeholders may include descendants of WV
Scott, Austral Public School, and Liverpool RSL.
Retention and maintenance of memorial playing fields (or redevelopment
of land as proposed aquatic centre and indoor recreation facility,
compatible with the original intent of the memorial sports field).
Respectful conservation of WV Scott war memorial in a garden setting at
the main entrance to the playing fields (or at the main entrance to a
simi lar sportlrecreational facility).
Retention of name of WV Scott Memorial for recreation facility on site.

lnterpretativesignage.
Prepare SoHl prior to redevelopment of the site.
List on SEPP and Liverpool LEP.

Preservation and/or restoration of memorial within pocket park, in
association with significant view corridor.
Name of pocket park to incorporate h¡storic toponym: Judges Hill.
Consult with property owner land and local community regarding

ongoing management.
Prepare a SoHl pr¡or

to redevelopment of the site.

List on SEPP

L)O

Austral and

Nor¡b Precincts

-
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Name

Address

Archaeological Site

Valley Way, Leppington

MBTr

l

Significance

ILP

for Austral and

Lepp¡ngton

North Prec¡ncts
Possible road connection

through heritage curtilage to
Landcom development.

Blacksmith's Workshop
(Former)
Archaeological Site

-

Weatherboard House
Archaeological Site

-

240 Fifteenth Avenue,
Austral

305 Fifteenth Avenue,
Austral

Local

Local

Leppington

Local

Update summary statement of significance for Liverpool Heritage

.

Consult with property owner and local community regarding ongoing

.

management.
Prepare an Archaeological Assessment prior to redevelopment of the site,
and construction of through road.

.
.

Residential zone, with new local
road parallel to Fifteenth

.
.

Road reserve maintained by
RTA.
a

.

Residential zone.
Future upgrade/widening of
Fifteenth Avenue.

Avenue.
Future upgrade/widening of
Fifteenth Avenue.
Potential new local road
intersecting site.

Cowpasture Road Cultural Landscape

Recommendations

Possible upgrade

of active

section of original Cowpasture
Road alignment.
Disused section of Old
Cowpasture Road (east of

Corridor.

Remaining disused section of
Old Cowpasture Road (east of
the Upper Canal) likely

incorporated into adjoining
Open Space and Environmental
Conservation zones.
Disused section of Old
Cowpasture Road (west of
Upper Canal) likely incorporated
into small Open Space zone,
surrounded by Low Density
Residential.

List on SEPP and Liverpool LEP.

Consult with property owner and local community regarding ongoing
management.
Prepare an Archaeological Assessment pr¡or to redevelopment of site
and/or upgrade of F¡fteenth Avenue.
List on SEPP and Liverpool LEP.

.

Consult with property owner and local community regarding ongoing
management.
Prepare an Archaeological Assessment prior to subdivision,
redevelopment of site and/or upgrade of Fifteenth Avenue.

.
.

List on SEPP and Liverpool LEP.
Preserve disused section of original road (east and west

.
.
.

the

Upper Canal) intersected by
SWRL

.

lnventory.

o
.

ofthe Upper
Canal) within natural landscape setting.
Maintain active section of original road alignment.
Consult with RTA and local community regarding ongoing management.
Prepare a SoHl that includes assessment of archaeological potential prior
to redevelopment of disused sect¡on of original road and/or upgrade of
active sect¡on of Cowpasture Road.
Retain name'Cowpasture Road.'
lncorporate ¡nterpretive signage into future development of parks and
other open space associated with Cowpasture Road to:
expla¡n the importance of the early road network to the history and

.
.

development of the area,
explain the historical relationship between the road and the Upper

.

Canal, and
describe long term changes in the local landscape.

)

1-7

Austral and

North Precincts

Name
Bringelly Road
Landscape

-

Cultural

-

Historic Heritage Project, Volume

MB3¡

l

Address

Significance

Austral

Local

ILP

for Austral and

Leppington

North Precincts

o

RTA preparing to upgrade
Bringelly Road from two to four
lanes, generally fol lowing
existing alignment. This will

Iikely involve the removal of
existing vegetat¡on along the
road corridor.

Recommendations
a

List on SEPP, Liverpool LEP, and Camden LEP.
Retain technical significance of the road as important regional transport
corridor by maintaining the original road alignment as active part of the

ongoing development of the SWGC.
Create a broad landscaped buffer along the Bringelly Road corridor, to
reinforce the hiforic rural character and regional importance of this road

within the landscape.
Retain name'Bringelly Road.'
lmpacts of road widening to be addressed by RTA as part of

REF.
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Table 7.2 Summar'. of key historic propert'¡ boundaries and roads in relation to the ILP for the Austral
and I-eppington North Precincts, and recommended strategies to conserve the heritage signiÊcance of
these places as part of the Precinct Planning process.
Historic property
boundary or road
Cowpasture Road

- Eastern

for Austral and
Lepp¡ngton North Prec¡ncts

Recommendations

.

See Table 7.1 above.

.

See Table 7.1 above.

.

See Table 7.1 above.

.

See Table 7.1 above.

ILP

Boundary of Alexander
Riley's Raby land grant

Bringelly Road - Northern
Boundary of Alexander
Riley's Raby land

grant/

Southern boundary of
Hoxton Park Estate
Eastwood Road - Eastern
boundary Hannibal
Macarthur's Eastwood land
grant / Western boundary of
Alexander Riley's Raby land

to be upgraded as
major north-south transit
corridor through the

Historic alignment of Eastwood Road and
associated land grant boundaries to be
interpreted by means of visual media or
signage: embossed bronze medallions set
into the pavement or wall of any future
building at the historic junction of Bringelly
and Eastwood Roads and at po¡nt of

Road

Preci ncts.

New alignment to
accommodate altered traffic
conditions at the
intersect¡on of Eastwood

grant

departure from original alignment along
Eastwood Road. Medallion or other signage
to mark the original location and function
of property boundaries for future residents
of the area. Requirement for interpretation
to be addressed in the DCP and at DA stage.
Creâte a broad landscaped buffer along the
sections where the original alignment has
been maintained to reinforce the historic
rural character of this road within the

and Bringelly Roads.
Northern end of Eastwood
Road will be moved to the
west to meet with proposed

new road corridor north ol
Bringelly Road.
Disused section of Eastwood
Road corridor will be

rezoned for Light lndustrial
uses and footprint of any

new industr¡al buildings will
likely obscure physical
evidence of the historic road
alignment.

to be upgraded, as
major north-south transit
corridor through the

Edmondson Avenue

Road

a

.
.

Precincts.

landscape.
Retain name'Eastwood Road.'

Maintain historic road alignment.
Create a broad landscaped buffer along the
Edmondson Road corridor, to reinforce the
historic rural character and regional

importance of this road within the

Fifteenth Avenue

a

Road to be upgraded, as
major east-west transit
corridor through the

.
.
.

Precincts.

Northern boundary John
Gurner's lckleton land grant

.

New local road

.

/ Southern boundary of
Barron Field's H inchi n brook
land grant
Southern boundary John
Gurner's lckleton land grant
/ Northern boundary of
James Williamson's
Dungarthell land grant
Eastern boundary John
Gurner's lckleton land grant
/ Western boundary of

o

o

New local road

o
.

Extension of Craik Avenue.

landscape.
Retain name'Edmondson Avenue.'

Maintain historic road alignment.
Create a broad landscaped buffer along the
Fifteenth Avenue corridor, to reinforce the
historic rural character and regional
importance of this road within the
landscape.

New local road to follow historic land grant
boundary.
Consider naming road in association with
John Gurner's lckleton or Barron Field's
H i nchi nbrook land grants.
New local road should follow historic land

grant boundary.
Consider naming road in association with
Ickleton or Dungarthell land grants.

New local road should follow historic land

grant boundary.
Retain name'Craik Avenue.'

Edward Gray's land grant
Eastern boundary of Urban
Fidkin's land grant / Western
boundary of Thomas Carne's
land grant

New north-south main road
near to, but not following

Maintain historic land grant boundary as
landscaped/open space corridor in

historic property boundary.

association with lntegral Energy easement.
Consider naming road in association with

lntegral Energy easement

239
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ILP for Austral and
Lepp¡ngton North Precincts

Recommendations
Urban Fidkin or Thomas Carne's land grants.

partially follows historic
property boundary.
Western boundaries of John
Jamieson's Cow-de-Knaves
land grant

o
.

New local road.
Open Space and
Environmental Conservation
areas may obscure part of
original al¡gnment of
historic property boundary.

a

New local road should follow historic land

grant boundary.
a

Consider naming road or pocket park in
association with Cow-de-Knaves land grant.
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